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News In Brief
10 percent of plane's wreckage
located; 124 bodies released
LOCKERBIE,Scotland AP) — Police said today that 80percent of
the wreckage of the sabotaged Pan Am Flight 103 has been located,
including part of the tail section and a radio distress beacon.
Police superintendent Angus Kennedy said only 20 percent ok the
jet's wreckage has been recovered, due in part to the rough terrain
around the Scottish town where Boeing 747 crashed Dec. 21 after a
bomb blew it apart.
Kennedy said 124 of the 242 bodies recovered from crash have been
released to relatives, up from the total. of 81 bodies that had been
released by Monday. All 259 passengers and crew aboard the plane
and 11 people on the ground were killed in the explosion and crash. T. Allen -McArtor, head of the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration, arrived in London and called for tightened security on all
American flights operating out of Middle East and European
airports.
A London newspaper, The Independent, reported searchers arpund
Lockerbie found luggage belonging to a Lebanese student whom news
reports have said may have unwittingly carried the bomb aboard.
The Independent quoted an unidentified searcher as saying part of
a zipped holdall contained the identity card of the student, Khalid
•Jaatar, 21, and a roll of currency "from a country in the Middle
East."
It (the luggage ) was clearly nowhere near where the bomb exploded," the newspaper quoted the searcher as saying.
Jaafar's father, Nazir, who lives in Dearborn, Mich.. has denied
speculation in U.S. and British newspapers that his son may have
been duped by terrorists into carrying the bomb aboard. The student
__was living in Frankfurt, where the flight to New York via London
originated as a Boeing 727. It switched to the jumbo jet in London.
Kennedy refused to comment on the newspaper report.
West German authorities said today the bomb was in the plane's
forward cargo compartment but that it was unclear whether the
bomb was put aboard the flight in London or Frankfurt.
''All of the luggage from Frankfurt was in that compartment, as
well as some of the luggage from Heathrow," Frankfurt prosecutor's
spokesman Hubert Harth said.
Weak signals from the plane's radio distress beacon, located
earlier but not retrieved, were picked up Monday by a search and
rescue satellite crossing Britain, said Kennedy.
He said the beacon, which fell several miles outside Lockerbie, was
probably triggered by a switch that reacts V) water and was set off by
rain.
Kennedy said bodies identified Monday included that of Briton Ingrid Smith, whose husband, Pan Am pilot Bruce Smith, has accused
local police of being "paralyzed by inexperience and incompetence"
and of delaying the return of victims' bodies to relatives.
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WASHINGTON — The 101st Congress opens with the nation's
legislature stilk firmly in Democratic control but with important
changes in the 1Padership that will confront such crucial issues as the
federal budget deficit, the environment, health care and ethics.
- WASHINGTON — The Energy Department is proposing an $81
billion. 20-year program to clean up and modernize the nation's
troubled nuclear weapqns production complex.
UNITED .VATIONS — In a farewell interview, U.S. Ambassador
Vernon A. Walters says U.N. peacemaking successes last year — ending wars in Afghanistan, the Iran-Iraq war and Angola — are unprecedented in the annals of the world body.
HAVANA — Cuba's revolution has sought to eradicate U.S. influence. but vestiges remain after 30 years of communist nile.
Thousands of American cars are still on the road — because so few
Russian-made autos are available.
SPRINGFIELD, Lii. — In making their wedding plans, Rhonda
Hufford and Todd Kellermann chose musicians, pink dresses and
gray tuxedos. And they were tested for AIDS, under a year-old law
some state officials say isn't worth the cost.
CHICAGO — He says he is a hard-working chef chasing the
American dream. But the U.S. government contends Carmine
Esposito is the "Al Capone of Italy," a ruthless mob boss linked to a
dozen killings. Esposito is fighting a deportation attempt, saying he
would face certain death at the hands of mobsters or corrupt law enforcement officials if he were forced to return to Italy
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday are urged to call 753-1916
between 530 p.m. and 6 p.m
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Office Hours — 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday, 8
a.m. - 12 p.m Saturday.

Tonight, partly cloudy. Low
in the upper 20s. Northwest
wind around 10 mph.
Wednesday, mostly sunny.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for partly cloudy conditions
Thursday, a chance of rain Friday
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Session to be placid affair for ruling Democrats
FRANKFORT. Ky

API — The

General Assembly ,'unv(-nes today
in its organizational session, a
biennial housekeeping exercise
that promises to be unusually
placid for the Democrats that rule
both legislative hr:usP,
In leadership electinns, a traditional highlight of the (off-year sessions, only one of
Democratic incumbents had an
announced opponent last week and
no challengers loomed for their
counterparts in the Senate.
But House Repub!'.

the House's five

three leadership posts. expected
tights for the top two and possibly
a challenge for t.6e third.

In other business before ad:.
journment Friday afternoon, the
House. and the Senate will appoint
new committees and committee
chairmen and new legislators will
be sworn into office.
'House members also will decide
whether to combine their
Judiciary-Criminal and JudiciaryCivil committees and to create
new committees on elections and
economic development

The opening act will :
party's selection of leader,
Among House Democrat.speaker Prti Terri,
thington of Ewing had
nd eyeh the challen,.:,
Marshall Long of Shelb \ •
..eded his was a long sh,.•
Long quipped that f
ling condolences in
.•
lot of people have beef:
view the body," he alit
House Speaker Don
endorsed Worthington .
though the two had c.ft.

Measure twice, cut once

ont'd on page?

Many judges
are criticizing
state juvenile
code changes
„.

The
the ehitd
nger

:e,--et danger ,

Murray State University Physical Plant carpenter Adrian Cloys measured a 2-by-4 board inside Waterfield
Library this morning. Cloys and other workers from the physical plant were installing a wall to con% ert a corner of the library into an office.
1 ,,, I
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Kentucky needs above-normal rain in 1989
LOUISVILLE.
tucks- will need sevtd,
a bo
- nor ni i
L r.
counteract the tour firy years
state Just went throu4r. saio
forecaster Norm
tnit'VC!
National Weather
If the curnaiative dryness ,
tinues. it could L -allSe St
for
Kentucky farrhers
orumpf
gardeners and forestcrs to, :a( or
different crops „.trai tre, and
force people a( custurned bsittni,‘:
under their favorite tree to reiL.
the front porch for shicu(,

. think it's applicable • ,
, the state, Reitmeyer
- When you get dowr
L Lt southeast Kerrtu,
hard to know how much 'Lf
. ytprodta ed by the-terrairt
fhink that really the state .L
hole is below normal. but ft does
vary somewhat around tra'
Kentuckians experiencee t
dormal temperatures in 19f,f..
some long-term effects ut tne dry
weather' have yet to be seen
Becaase trees take three t•
years ro die, people rnii
:.(rt

5ri
urn',
,L.•
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New form of uranium enrichment ready for use
OAK RIDGE, Tenn. AP
Robert Merriman, wno is helping
develop a new method of wresting
the radioactive form of uranium
from nature's grasp. says he
thinks the technology is ready for
commercial application.
If so, it would put the United
States at the forefront ot what IS
now a $2 billion annual.lmarket
that is likely, to grow. But more
importantly. Merriman said, it
would provide a solid dornesti(
foundation for the nation's future
energy needs.
"I can get real excited about the
economic incentives." he said.
''But I have to confess I believe
the principal reasons we want to
be in the business in the long term

are our energy security and our
national security.
"We cannot become dependent
on foreign suppliers for vet
another one of our fuels." he said.
Merriman is an associate director of the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. He is also program

manager for development of the
new technology, known as Atomic
Vapor Laser Isotope Separation.
or AVLIS.
The United States still uses
gaseous barrier diffusion, a
technology developed in great
haste during World War II and
sin,ce refined. to.separate the rare
fissionable isotope of uranium
from its more benign forms.
The fissionable isotope, known
as U-235, naturally makes up only
about seVeli-tenths of 1 pekcent of
uranium, or seven parts in 1.000.
The enrichment of uranium is
the process of •increasing the
percentage of U-235. For nuclear
reactor fuel the amount of enrich.ment is to about 3 percent or 4
percent.
In 1985, Secretary of Energy
,John Herrington chose ANTIS as
the enrichment process of the
future for the United States.
The process has been in the
research and. development phase
for year, and Merriman said

technuatig :_as niaturbd
pdmt I it,,erLrhe LLL
And .
Power rs
with I'RENO L
posed ,1 I;
Netherlands and 'A est I ,ermaii.
to build ,t -;raniuni enrichment
plartt in the i nited -States —
European tec hnorogy
The big problem with_ izaseo..,s
barrier diitusion is its L ust
because it uses lot ut ciectri,
•'I believe the technology- le
gaseous diffusion plants I at
Paducah Ky. and Portsmoua
Ohio I is Int. best in tie wocoi.
Merriman said
'But Nlother
Nature just dictated- a
It
kilowatt hours for that approat n
He said SO percent of the cost a:
enriching uranium by gaseous dit
fusion is the cost of the electrieity.
Our expectatiort is that IL‘ er
the next decade energy prices will
drive our cot up to the point
where our prices are not corn

t

The I nited stales
, Imputitors
:
adear f le, market are [RENO •
dill one utner European- consor•
:aim betIA•een Spain, Belgium
France and Italy
•
That one uses gaseous barrier
diffusion at a plant in France, but
has a nuclear power plant devoted
'to supplying its energy needs.
URENCO uses the gas centrifuge process, which - uses less
electricity but lost out to ANTIS in
the , ompetition for (rovernment
sponsorship in this country
AVLIS has all the attribute.
the kind ut technology the country
is looking tt-r' Merriman
it uses about 10 percent of the
electitierty, of gaseous diffusion.
It's very compact. And it's a high-.
tech endeavor.''
Merriman said the various ( on-

it.aik.

('ont'd on page .t)
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Juvenile...

101st Congress opens with nation's
legislature in Democratic control
WASHINGTON i AP — The
101st Congress opens with the nation's legislature still firmly in
Democratic control but with important changes in the leadership
that wiP confront such crucial
issues as the federal budget
deficit, the environment, health
care and ethics.
New and re-elected members of
the House and Senate were being
sworn in today, and then the two
chambers were set to carry out
organizational chores for two
days. Among them: a joint session
Wednesday to count the electoral
votes for president.
Congress will then adjourn until
Jan. 20 although hearings could
start before then on some of
President-elect Bush's nominations. No bills, will be considered
until later in the month, but plenty
will be talked about as lawmakers
await Bush's legislative proosals.
Possigry the most controversial
decision members will have to
make early in the session is
whether to approve a pay raise for
themselves. A presidential commission has recommended a 50
percent increase, and many
lawmakers contend their jobs
make it difficult to live on the
$89,500 base salary.
Pay is always a politically dicey
issue, but especially so this year
with so much attention being

focused on the feeeral deficit.
President Reagan sends his
final budget to Congress Jan. 9,
and Bush is expected to submit his
own ideas after taking office.
Before fiscal 1990 begins Oct. 1.
Congress and the new president
must agree on how to cut more
than $25 billion in spending, or to
raise ta,xes, in order to meet the
goals of the Gramm-Rudman
budget balancing law
Awaiting Bush's proposals
before offering their own are
House Speaker Jim Wright, DTexas, and the Senate's new majority leader, George Mitchell of
Maine. Mitchell succeeds Sen.
Robert C. Byrd, D-W.Va., who will
also play a key fiscal role as he
moves over to the chairmanship of
the Appropriations Committee.
Bush pledged repeatedly during
the campaign he would not support any new taxes, but many
Democrats are openly skeptical
he can keep that promise.
Among the doubters are the
chairmen of the House and Senate
Budget committees — both new to
those posts — Rep. Leon Panetta.
D-Calif., and Sen. Jim Sasser, DTenn. Sasser has publicly
predicted Bush would be coming
to Congress within two years asking for a tax increase.
Even Bob Michel, R-Ill., who
returns as the House minority
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child Who is going to get killed or
maimed."
Schneider is not alone in his
cpfcem.
Julia Hilton Adams, district
---jefdge
in Clark and Madison counleader, said he suspects some new
taxes might have to be combined ties and president of the District
with spending cuts for the deficit Judges Association, said judges
are complaining statewide about
gdals to be achieved.
the
revision.
"I suspect down the road a piece
"I
turn many more requests for
answer,"
the
part
of
may
be
that
Michel said in a television inter- emergency custody down," she
said. "Sometimes I know that a
view last weekend.
Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas, re- child is being terrorized, but terelected Senate Republican leader, rorized doesn't count."
-A child could have severe
said he hasn't seen any indications
welts,
and we couldn't do a thing
Bush is softening his anti-tax position. But he warned demands on about it," said Bonnie Hommrich,
the federal till are increasing, in- assistant district manager of
cluding tens of billions of dollars Family Services in Louisville.
But W. Robert Lotz, the Covneeded to bail out failing savings
institutions and to reopen the na- ington lawyer who proposed the
tion's nuclear weapons plants. change, believes the old law enablwhich have been plagued by safety ed judges to take chiletren away
from their parents too easily.
problems.
Environmental legislation, in- before proving the need for such a
cluding a clean air bill that died traumatic step.
Martin Guggenheim, a New
late in the last session, is expected
to rank high on the agenda of the York University law professor
101st Congress. Mitchell, a strong who has drafted model juvenile
environmentalist, is sure to help codes for the American Bar
Association, said Kentucky's law
push such bills in his new role.
Congress faces increasing is the most restrictive in the nation
demands for more federally sub- in its standards for emergency
sidized health care, especially for removal.
"But it is also in line with model
the elderly. But at the same time.
proposals,"
Guggenheim said.
paying
the elderly are objecting to
In Chicago, Anne Cohn, exincreased premiums for the new
catastrophic illness coverage ap- ecutive director of the National
Committee for the Prevention of
proved last year.
Ethics legislation is another Child Abuse, opposes strict limits
holdover from the last Congress. on removing children.
,"It's been done in the name ci
where, in the closing days, Reagan
killed bills aimed at restricting families, but it's really to protect
lobbying by former government) individual civil liberties" of
officials and at protecting federal parents, she said of such strict
employees who blow the whistle limits.
The revision's proponents say it
on wrongdoing in their agencies.
Campaign finance reform, stall- prevents children from being uned to death in the Senate last time, necessarily taken from their
is again on the agenda of some parents.
Before the code was revised,
members.
Also unfinished: The House in- they say, feuding families tried to
vestigation of Wright, who has use the emergency process to fight
been accused of using his office custody battles through bogus
and staff for personal financial charges of abuse and neglect.
gain and of disclosing government They also say the ease of Winning
secrets. Wright is being re-elected such orders made them too convespeaker despite the probe, but nient for social workers.
"I think it is necessary to have
Republicans have promised to
some,
impediments to yanking
keep the heat on. Among Wright's
detractors is Rep. Dick Cheney, R- kids out of their homes. Anybody
Wyo., who has ascended to the reading the statute would be hard
second-ranking House Republican pressed to say that if a kid were in
jeopardy he could not be removed
post of Minority Whip.
This is the second straight Con- from his home," said David
gress with both the House and Richert, director of Kentucky
Senate under Democratic control, Youth Advocates.
Such orders are only one. temand overall the numbers are little
porary
way to remove abused,
changed.
In last November's election, the abandoned or neglected children
Democrats gained a seat in the from their homes. Another proSenate and now hold a 55-45 ma- cess, which can take up to four
jority there. They also gained in days, allows parents to be
the House, where they command a represented in a hearing.
260-175 majority.

First baby of
1989 born at
local hospital

1

Perms
for the
entire
family
now at
tremendous
savings!

Alison has a sister Ashley, 4,
and a brother Tyler, 2, her mother
reported.
A promotional contest sponsored by the Ledger & Times
recognizes the first baby of the
new year born to Calloway County
parents. a spokesperson for the
newspaper stated
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By DAN LOUDI
Staff Writer
Local law enforcement officals
reported a couple of incidents over
the New Year's weekend. The
Kentucky State Police Post I in
Mayfield had no reports of accidents with injuries nor criminal
felonies in the Calloway County
area.
The Murray Police Department
reported one incident involving a
pedestrian and a vehicle Monday
around 10 p.m. in the B-Rite conveinence store parking lot on Kentucky 94 west.
According to the police report,
Tracey L. Hawkins, Route 1, Farmington, said she was trying to
pull Leslie Banks of Murray off a
vehicle belonging to Gary L.
Roberson, 1602 Oak Hill Road,
Murray. Both Hawkins and Banks
had boyfriends in the Roberson
vehicle and both couples were involved in an arguement, it was
reported. Hawkins and Banks both
fell to the ground and the vehicle

Uranium...

drove off, running over Hawkins's
right foot. Everyone in the Roberson vehicle said they didn't know
they had run over Hawkins, and
Hawkins said she thought it was
an accident
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department reported a couple of
incidents. According to Sheriff
J.D. Williams, three people
reported mailboxes damaged over
the weekend. Two of these were in
Meadow Green Acres Subdivision
and the other was on Miller Hicks
Road. Williams said there were
other mailboxes damaged in both
areas that were not reported.
An accident occured on
Highway 1824 around 9 p.m. Friday night, the sheriff added. Involved were Melissa M. Sledd,
Route 6, Benton; Kim Stevens.
Route 1, Benton; and JohnnyRingstaff, Route 1, Gilbertsville.
According to the accident
report, the Sledd vehicle, owned
by Richard Sledd, Route 6, Benton, was going south on 1824. No
one in the vehicle was familar
with the road and did not make a
curve. The vehicle ran off the road
and overturned. Sledd was taken
to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital where she was treated
and released.
In addition - to the law enforcement reports, the Murray Fire
Department reported a Christmas
tree left on the roadside on N. 16th
Street was set on fire Monday
around 1:50 a.m

(Cont'd from page 1)
ponents of AVLIS have
demonstrated they would work on
a commercial scale.
"It's now a question of getting
the engineering done to make
work cheaply, so we can compete
and build a plant," he said. "I
don't have any doubt we'll get
there."
The goal is to operate an AVLIS
plant to enrich uranium at half the
cost of current technology.
Merriman estimates a commercial AVLIS plant with an output
equivalent to that of the Paducah 1(Coned from page 1)
That was in stark contrast to
gaseous diffusion plant would cost
about $1.5 billion to $2 billion and 1985. when a faction backing
Blandford and Stumbo swept out
take eight or nine years to build
He said AVLIS could be built in former speaker Bobby Richardson
modules and phased in as market and his floor leader. Jim
conditions dictate, eventually tak- LeMaster, in a notably bitter elecing the full burden for fuel produc- tion that also led to the unseating
of several committee chairmen.
tion from gaseous diffusion.
And it contrasts this time with
the House Republican races.
Rep. Bill Strong of Hazard,
beginning just his second House
term, is challenging veteran Rep.
((ont'd from page 1)
Jackson in southeastern Ken- Willard "Woody" Allen of
tucky had an average Morgantown for minority floor,
temperature of 56.2 degrees, or 3.6 leader. Rep. Clarence Noland of
degrees above normal. The area's Irvine is runeing against Minority
pgecipitation totaled 45.05 inches, Caucus Chairman Ken Harper of
Crestview Hills.
or 1.06 inches above normal.
- A loss by Harper could induce
Kentucky agricultural statistician David Williamson said rains Rep. Jon David Reinhardt of Alexin mid-July'saved burley tobacco andria to have himself nominated
to oppose Minority Whip Bill Lite
but were too late for corn.
Williamson said that, according of Valley Station. The object
to the November crop- report, the would be to keep one of the leaderdrawn for
corn production totaled 72.5 ship seats in northern Kentucky
state's
• local jury duty
million bushels,. 39 percent below hands.
- At the other end of the Capitol,
1987's 118.6 million. At $2.70 a
The following names were drawn bushel, Kentucky farmers were Republican Sen. David Williams
in open court and are summoned to out $124 million.
of Burkesville said he was inreport for jury duty in the Calloway
in the minority caucus
terested
Williamson said rains in
'District Court on Friday. Jan. 6, November and December .helped chairmanship now held by Sen.
1989 in the Miller Courthouse Annex replenish the subsoil moisture
and Jack Trevey of Lexington.
at 9:30 a.m.
livestock ponds.
No other elected leader of either
Cecil Baker; J.B. Bell, Loma
Charles McClure of the party was known to have
Jean Borders, Larry Dale Blakely,
10,000-acre Bernheim Forest, a opposition.
Gary Lynn Brame, Jackie Carson,
private nature preserve in Bullitt
Chairmanships of four of the
Vernon Lee Cohoon, Gale Broach
County, said that moisture may legislature's regular committees
Cornelison, Henry Franklin Doran,
enough for forests.
came open as a result of the
Buren F. Erwin, Marty Alan not have been
"The
current
rain helps crops, NOvember election. plus the chairFutrell, Dolores Jean Gantt, Mavis
it helps trees to a limited ex- manship of the oversight subcomManning Gibbs, Teresa Moody but
mittee that reviews personal serGilson. Marvin Cook Harris, Virgil tent," he said.
Trees have deep root systems vice contracts.
Marshall Harris:, Charles A.
In the House, the Cities CommitHomra, Doyle Humphreys, Hughie that can reach water far below the
surface, McClure said. But those tee and Labor and Industry ComGerald Lawson.
roots have used up all of the
mittee will get new chairmen. The
Jerry L. Miller, James Carmon
Morton, James Dallas Kelly, moisture in the deepest soils Senate will choose new leaders for
because so many consecutive its Labor and Industry Committee
Luann Catherine Loberger, Jo Horand its Elections and Constituton Lovett. Bonnie M. Overcast, years have been dry.
rains
Though
replenished
recent
Amendments Committee.
tional
John Otis Pasco, Jr.. Eddie Owen
New senators to be sworn in are
Ramsey, Jane Vincent Randolph, the first foot of soil, for deeper
layers, "the re-hydration process
Walter Baker, R-Glasgow; Joe
John Edward Scott, Jr.,
Meyer, D,Covington; Dan Seum,
Shelton, Bobby Dale Spiceland, is very slow," he said.
If moisture is available only
D-Louisville; Gerald Neal, DJudy; Hubble Stahler, Debbie
close to the surface, trees will
Louisville, and Tim Shaughnessy,
Darlene Starks, Robert Allen
D-Louisville.
Tabers, Jr., Mary Curtis Taylor, grow new roots there and their
deep roots will quit functioning,
Mary Jo Tidwell, Carol Taylor
Meyer and Seum moved up from
McCLure explained. "Then, if
Turner, Judy Lane Turner, Sally
House. Baker was in the
the
Wilson Van-Natter, Randall Pat there's a drought next summer, Senate before, resigning to take a
they get clobbered."
Winchester.
Pentagon post early in the Reagan
administration.
New House members to be
sworn
in are Russell Bentley, DThe family of Graves Burkeen expresses their
Topmost: Denver Butler, DLouisville; Leonard Gray, D.
appreciation for all the acts of kindness and conLouisville: Tom Jensen, R.
cern shoWn us. The many sympathetic gestures
London; Richard -Lewis, DBenton; Ray Mullinix, R•
of Graves' friends have been overwhelming.
Burkesville; Charles "Preacher"
It was such a comfort for so many to send food
Nelson, D-Bremen; Martin
Sheehan, D-Ludlow; Susan Stokes,
and 'Ili)wers, visit us and help us with our
R-Louisville: Mike Ward, D.
Louisville. and James Zimmer,tohacco.
man. R-LaGrange.

Session...

Rain in *89...

Names

Allison Marie Hancock.
daughter of Roger and Laurie
Hancock, Route 1, Benton. was officially recorded as the first baby
of 1989 born at the MurrayCalloway County Hosptial, according to a spokesperson for the
hospital.
Weighing 7-lbs.-6-ozs, the little
girl was delivered at 2:07 a.m. Jan

SAVE NOW!

(eoard from page 1)

Area law enforcement agencies
report holiday weekend incidents
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We realize our tragic loss was felt by many.
We hope the various'deeds of our friends have
provided as much comfort to them as they have
0
.
to each of us.
Mrs. Graves Burkeen
Mr.(& Mrs. Charles Burkeen
Mr. & Mrs. flollin Jones
Mr. & Mrs. Vernon Nance
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene ChancV
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Robert Joseph Thornton, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Thornton,.arrived at 4:32 a.m. on Jan. 1 at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
to be the first baby born here in
1979. He is the recipient of many
° prizes from local sponsoring
•
mefchants.
Beginning in today's issue of the
Murray Ledger & Times, the first
päs of the book, The Story of
Calloway County 1822-1976, ri/ritten by Dorothy and Kerby Jennings, will be published.
Twenty years ago
The trailer office of Early Bird
Autos at 410 North Fourth St. was
severely damaged by fire on Dec.
31.
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Murray Natural Gas System has
connected the last link in a system
to supply natural gas to the city of
Hardin, according to C. Wayne
Doran, superintendent.
Elected as officers of Temple
Hill Lodge No 276 Free and Accepted Masons were Charles
Starks, Charlie Lassiter, Charles
Henry, Jerry Starks, Pat Smith,
Cecil Taylor, Roy Ross, Douglas
Willoughby, Jimmie Cochran,
Bobby Ward, John Grogan and
Leon Duncan.
Thirty years ago
- Mr. and Mrs. Ted Cunningham
are the parents of the first baby of
1959. Teresa Gail was born Jan. 1
at 9:30 p.m. at Murray Hospital.
She will be presented with prizes
from sponsoring merchants.
D.L. Divelbiss who has been
transferred to Mansfield, Ohio, by
Tappan Co. was honored at a dinne
at Kenlake Hotel on Jan. 1 by
about 25 of his friends and
associates.
. Norma Sue Carnal and Richard
R. Smith were niarried Dec. 31 at
Slaughters Methodist Church at
Slaughters.
Forty years ago
Murray State College
Thoroughbreds played to a 21-21
tie in the football game with Sul
Ross of Alpine.. Texas, in the
Tangerine Bowl at Orlando, Fla..
on Jan. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stephenson of Puryear. Tenn.. had the
first baby of.1949 born in Calloway
County. The baby arrived at 4 a.m.
on Jan. 1.
Kathleen Lee and Joe Bill Todd
were married Dec. 25 at Corinth,
Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. H.E. Brandon Sr.,
were married for 50 years on Nov.
17.
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Thoughts
In Season

'When my granfather saw
saddle on the man's horse he raised all kinds of cain. he said
"After a while the man who had
taken the saddled turned to one -of
the others and said. If he says
another word about the saddle
run your &lb& through him.'
As they rode away. my grandfather is said to have shaken his
finger at the saddle theif and vowed, 'If I ever see you again. I'll kill
you!' It was while he and his
brother were puttng down the floor
in the drug store that the man who
had taken the saddle happened to
come in all dressed up one day.
and my grandfather recognized
him
He went after him with a foot
adz and would have killed him if
I
his brother had not held him
never did find out if he ever got his,
saddle hack or what happened fly
:ne mar. who took it
WRITE A LETTER — Letters to
the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be s gned by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for xerification. The
phone number ,will not be
published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be On topics Of general
interest.
Letters must not be more than
WI words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040. Murray, h%
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When I wrote about Wallis' Drug
floor down, his grandfather alrm_rst
Store and its soda fountain a cou:sect the toot adz to kill a mar.
ple of weeks ago, I struck a nerve
whom he identified as the one who
in Ronald Churchill when I said
had stolen a new saddle from him
Gingles Wallis installed the first
some years before.
By
fountain in the store in 1935. That
"There's a spring at the corner
was the first "electric" fountain
4th and Vine.- he said. It's
of
M.C. Garrott
they had, I'm now told.
covered up now hut It ‘vas
Ronald- doesn't_ know exactly
pdpular place in those days
when a fountain was first installed Editor's note: The following is a
"One night a band of marauders
in the store, which before Gingles repeat of an earlier column.
passed through town and spent the
bought it in 1935, was the Wear
night camped at the spring," he
Drug Store, but he says it was long
went on. "The next morning they
recalls. Some of the regulars. she
before 1935. Mrs. Churchill is the said, were: Callis and Amanda
rode up to my grandfather's
former Rebecca Wear, and it was Wear, daughters of the owner. Mr
house, which was up or the hill
her uncle. H.P. Wear, who had the
where the car wash is today
about
Mrs.
HerHood
Anna
Wear.
H.P
store something like 49 years
gramnother was .-:wk
"My
man ) Doran. Virginia Flay. Hattie
before Gingles bought it:
they made her get up and
hut
bed,
and
Laura Holton MCCTonnell.
The fountian they had before the
for them. While she
breakfast
fix
Elizabeth Higgins Hale
'electric-powered one was installed
was doing that they roamed all
took some doing to operate. The
If they didn't come by Wear's over the place looking everything
ice cream would come in on the Drug Store, they'd gather At the over They saw my grandfather's
12:40 p.m. train from Nashville
Bon Ton Cafe, which was located
new saddle and one of the .men
packed in ice and salt and brought in part of the area where the new
replaced his saddle with it in his
was
wagon.
It
today.
express
is
an
on
Murray
store
the
to
Bank of
hors.,
As soon as they got it, they had to run by Mr. and Mrs. T.L. Smith,
repack if in ice and salt again whose daughters, Mrs. Ivan
before it was dippered out for Rudolph. and her inisband just
cones and sundaes.
observed their 50th wedding an• • •
niversary on August
Everybody came by at one time
• • •
or another for ice cream or a
by hen Wolf
Ronald, who tss.a walking enCoke, Mrs. Churchill recalls. Her
So lifter: students wishing to
brother, John was the pharmicist. cyclopedia of Murray histor*, write well think they inust--,15e
Another brother, Elliott, worked went on to t_el1 me how his grand- unusual words or elaborate ronthe soda fountain and a cousin. Joe father, John Churchill. and his-un- structions The results of such
cle, Guthrie, had put the first floor labored writing range from the
Wear, was the manager.
This was about 1920 when she down in the drug store. Until that pretentious to the merely c-onfusing
and Ronald were courting. She the floor was simply dirt.
and obscure.
Big logs were put down and the
was teaching sec-0nd grade at
It would be better it would -hi'
what is now Middle School. which tops of them leveled off with a foot writers took this advice from the
at the time was the only scheol in adz, an early-day woodworking Roman author Horace
town, and Ronald was in Nashville tool The floor was laid on top of
,,You will have written excepstudying embalming so he could them. They are there today as well
tionally well IL by skillful arjoin with his father, J.H. Chur- as under some of the other stores
ranzement of your words,
chill,. in the funeral honie along the north side of the.square
you th.ve made an ordinary
This was shortly after the Civil
business.
one seem original.
"We'd all stop by for ice crr-- War, the best he couid determine,
after school," Mrs. Churchill and while they were putting the
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Possible New Years resolutions suggested
By S.C. Van Curon
and Todd Duvall
This is the time when people are
supposed to make resolutions —
usually the self-improvement kind
—for the new year ahead. They
often last no longer than the bubbles in a glass,p1.New.Yeaf_s Eve
champagne.
Instead of pontificatlit about
impossible-to-keep resolutions we'd
like 'to see for the high and mighty
of Ketitucky government and
politics for, 1989. we'll lay out a
handful of mere hopes for the new
year, hopes that may or may not
come about, but are certainly more
durable than a glass of flat bubbly.
Frist and foremost, we fervently hope the unofficial truce between
the executive and legislative branches of state government continues, indeed becomes a permanent rapproachement from which
will emerge more than just a state
lottery. Sometime soon, preferably
before the summer heat turns the
House and Senate chambers into
pressure cookers, Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson will call the General
Assembly back to Frankfort to do
something for education. All the
talk about setting agendas for the
state is so much gobbledygook:
Kentucky's only agenda is improving the quality of education its
children receive.
We hope. of course, the new lottery gets off to a quick and exciting
start that it brings in many, many
millions of new dollars to the
treasury. — and keeps on bringing
in those millions even after the
newness and novelty of i wears oft
with the public. If it 'does not,
however, we also hope the governor
and legislature will have the same
courage as the Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce to admit new money
is necessary and will bite the bullet
and raise it.
We hope. the NCAA investigation
of University of Kentucky basketball comes to a quick,conclusion
early in 1989_ and, E0en though
we're not so naive to hope for complete exoneration, we hope
whatever penalties are imposed
will not be draconian. Indeed, no
penalty the NCAA could levy
against UK will be as harsh as the
last six months on Wildcat fans —
and Wildcat coaches and players.
Losing basketball games to schools
no one ever heard of before is like
watching the Derby move to Louisiana. Besides, UK President
David Roselle has too many other
important things to occupy his
time.
We hope First Lady Martha
Wilkinsoh's army of literacy
volunteers swells to a true horde of
men and women single-rriindedly
dedicated to helping the hundreds
of thOusands of adult Kentuckians
Who are functionally illiterate learn
to read and write. This is more than

a simple "project" for Mrs. Wilkinson. Her position of influence and
her willingness to -work hard
fighting the state's shameful adult
illiteracy rate are enough to make
a major contribution in 199 and
C

well beyond.
Finally, though no less important. we hope for a lot of rain and
snow this winter and an unusually
wet sprim.f, so Kentucky farmers
an export their excess hay in 1489
rather than having to rely on the

eport to the

kindness ot their counterparts
elsewhere Enough of this drought
business. Enough of parched fields
and water rationing and brown
bluegrass. I.et i rain Ln 9Anc,
rain And rain

eople...

Time Is Running Out
So Call Today To Be Included
In This Special Edition

753-1916
Barb Paytes, Angie Herndon,
Fran Faith
Mary Ann Orr, Advertising Manager
•
I.
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Reception on Sunday
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Peace cows Volunteer writes
7ft

Shopping in the Solomon Islands discussed

Mr. and Mrs. Homer McCoy of Rt. 3, Murray, will be honored with 'a
reception in celebration of their 25th wedding anniversary on Sunday,
Jan.8. The event, hosted by their children, Timothy, Christy and Jason,
will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Hospitality Room of the University Branch
of the Bank of Murray. All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. McCoy were married Jan. 5, 1964, in Trigg County by the
Rev. Randolph Allen. Their attendants were Sue Salentine McCoy and
Thomas Salentine. Mrs: Mctoy, the former Alice Salentine, is the
daughter of the late Audie and Florence Salentine. Mr. McCoy is the son
of the late John and Nene Dunn McCoy.

Italian
Spaghetti Special
$ 1 19
$ 95

1111111111P
willAis

Small
Large
With Garlic Bread • Salad 89' Extra
Inside Dining Only Free Refills On Drinks

A
$1.19 SPECIAL FOR KIDS

Editor's note: Jane Marlow
Willis was editor of the Meade
County.- Ky.. Messenger for 19
years. prior to her family's sale of
the paper. She is a Peace Corps
Volunteer serving in the Solothon
Islands until Christmas 1988.
These are articles about her life in
the Peace Corps and include an
appeal for books.
————
As a Peace Corps Volunteer, one
of the questions I get most from
home is "what can you buy in
Solomon Islands?"
not really
The answer is
much." Most of the goods here,
and all of what we consider consumer goods, are imported. Food
products are mainly local, but
almost everything is imported.
I did not realize that Jam a casehardened shopper until I found
myself in a country where shopping is not a national pasttime.
There is little commercialism
here. Even in the capital, Honiara,
there is much less . shopping
available than in a Kentucky town
of 10,000. In fact, there is probably
less available than in my
hometown of Brandenburg.
Here it is as if I had stepped
back almost 40 years to the
general store of rural Kentucky. It
is a no-no to go behind the counter.
You have to ask special to get to
look at something carefully before
you buy. You ask the clerk for
what you want and he gets it from
the shelf.
There are a few supermarkets,
but they are not numerous. Even
in Honiara there is only one, and it
has fewer products than the
average convenient store in rural
Kentucky, although it has more
floor space and half a dozen checkout lines.
I have an account with Consumers Supermarket in Honiara.
and I can write to them and order
food sent out on one of the

transport ships ,that come to
Western Province.
Most of the clothing that is sold
here is used. It is sent in bales
from Australia. There are a few
stores in the larger towns that sell
new clothes. These are made by
local seamstresses, and even to
my unfashionable eye, they have
little shape or style. Printed
teeshirts are popular here.
I must admit that I am glad that
I brought two years worth of
clothes with me when I came to
Solomon Islands. Even though I
am thoroughly tired of the wardrobe, it has lasted me well, and
with a wide selection of blouses,
teeshirts, skirts and slacks, I've
managed to mix and match with
good results. Add a few dresses for
Sunday and parties, and I've,done
well enough.
Most of the goods come from
Austrialia or Communist China.
The Chinese goods are cheap in
quality and expensive in price. I
bought some cookware, and within
a month, the handles had fallen
off. The sheets were all cotton, and
with the first washing shrank what
seemed to be at least 25 percent.
They were also rough. Even so. a
single sheet cost $15. •
Most of the Australian goods I
buy are food, and only a, few
measure up to my "junk food
junkie" standards. The big seller
here is canned corned beef. I find
if I cook it until the white fat disappears. it isn't bad. People here eat
it directly from the can on top of a
big bowl of white rice.
The best imported food item to
me is Sunshine powdered milk.
Unlike at home, where all
powdered milk seems td be skim
milk, here the powdered milk is
full cream milk. And it does make
a difference in the taste.
Some of the things I buy are
marked ''for export only." It is ob-

vious that these are far lower
quality than what is sold locally in
the exporting country. Some are
even marked "not for sale in
Australia," For example, I buy
dripping to use as shortening in
making biscuits. I can't even tell
what animal the dripping comes
from. (Probably kangaroo.
The local handcraft items are
usually bought by "Europeans"
like me 'or Japanese tourists.
These are of good quality, and are
relatively inexpensive.
Here in Western Province, the
main handcrafts are wood carvings. These are made from
kerosene wood, which is a brown
wood with a distinctive grain;
ebony, either pure
king
ebony, or queen ebony marked
with brown; coconut with a unique
grain: or rosewood, a light wood
with a reddish cast.
A number of the crafts are traditional, such as the nguzi.riguzl_a
dog-faced head holding a figure.
These were used on war canoes to
denote the purpose of the journey.
If the figure was a human head, it
was a war journey. If the figure
was a bird, the journey was made
in peace.
A lot of the carvings are of traditional items, such as canoes,
drums, or weapons. Others are of
local flora and fauna, such as porpoises, sharks, angel fish, or
sprouted coconuts.

get others,.like potato chips and
Coca-Cola. And there are some
Solomon Island taste treats I will
miss when I get home — navy
hard biscuits, crayfigh, fresh
clams and pineapple.
Probably the consumer good
that I miss most in Solomon
Islands is books and magairies, or
indeed, printed matter of any sort.
As a former newspaper editor. I
find I miss a daily newspaper.
dozens of magazines, and more
books than I could possible read.
At home, I used to spend hours
in bookstores, buying everything
from Regency romances to
serious nonfiction to mysteries to
bestselling novels. I subscribed to
numerous newspapers and
magazines.
Here there are few stores whi( h
sell reading matter. I have
managed to subscribe to three
magazines, New Idea, Women's
Australian (
Weekly and
Cosmopolitan, through a
bookstore in Honiara.
Because of the shortage of .
reading matter, and the concern
this caused the head teachers of
New Georgia region. I started a
project to provide libraries to the
42 schools of that region.
Successful in providing libraries
of about 500 books for each of the
schools, the project is being f'Npanded to cover the other two
regions of the province.

Weaving is another local craft.
People here make mats, both
plain and highly decorated, which
they use as chairs, 'beds, and
covers. There is also a macrame
craft, with which people I mainly
on Choiseul make string bags.
I have bought my share of
crafts, which I will proudly
display when I get home.
While I miss some of my taste
treats from home, like Triscuit,
real cheese, and Dr. Pepper, I can

Readers of this newspaper can
help make a real difference in the
education of some third world
children by sending primary level
books to this project.
Ask your postmaster for information on M:Bag mailing, the
least expensive method of sending
books overseas, Duty free status is
given to books sent to Education
Division, Box 36, GIZO, Western
Province, Solomon Islands
Pacific. (
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Wednesday 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
You can't eat this well at home for this price.
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Health Express lists stops

Get Rid of ThOse Extra Inches
With Our New Year Special!

The Singles' Organizational Society will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building,
North 12th Street. A discussion on 'Opportunities: Creating for Yourself
A Better World" will be led by Allen Morris. The SOS is a nonprofit,
nondenominational support and social group for interaction among
singles, whether always single, divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela at 753-7638 or Paul at 753-7351.

ONLY 27.5O
•One Session Daily - Six Days A Week
January 2 - January 9

Classes For Men or Couples
Siartng January 2- — 6 30
- p m -9. 1t p rn
'Trained Attendants *Special Supervision

,Kappas to hear Judy Stahler

Suntan Bed

Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet tonight (Tuesday ( at 6:30 p.m'. at the club house. Judy Stahler, president of the Purchase Area Homenfakers Club, will present a program on -Casserole
Cooking." Hostesses will be Debbie Shapla, Melisa Stark and Diane
Boyd

Thr
ONLY $2.00 January

New Body Wrap Gel
Tax

Patients are dismissed

CT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
Come in dna Ge ours Today'

GLORIA'S FITNESS
M-F 9-8, Sat. 10-6

753-8616

Local persons recently dismissed from area hospitals include the
following: Edward Starks and Vickers, both of Murray, from Lourdes,
Paducah; Tyca Marie Hobbs of Murray from Community, Mayfield.

NEW 1989 PRESLEY TOURS
FREE TRAVEL SHOW

753-33141008 CHESTNUT

Trousers
or
Slacks
$

When: Thursday, January 12-7:00 p.m.
Where: Holiday Inn

759-1074

vel

1304 Chestnut
(Next to Subby Si
1-800-634-4903
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'Door Prizes
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NO LIMIT

Presentation of 1989 Tours

"Join us for a fun evening."

Fitch and designed by his wife,
Iswyla, 70, for a presidential visit
in 1986 to celebrate Arkansas's
150th anniversary, but that trip
was canceled.
Reagan's buckle bore a map of
the United States, marked with
places where Reagan spent his life
in California. including
horseshoe to mark the president's
Rancho del Cielo home in the Santa Ynez Mountains and a circle to
define Hollywood.
Mrs. Reagan's buckle, imbedded with coral, turquoise and a gold
heart, simply read: "No. 1 Lady."
The Reagans left Palm Springs,
where they stayed at the Rancho
Mirage home of millionaire
publisher Walter Annenberg, and
traveled to Los Angeles where
they will spend time at their BelAir home.

Mon., Tues. & Wed. Special

HOUSE TRAVEL
*Refreshments Will Be Served

PALM SPRINGS, Calif. (API —
President Reagan and his wife,
Nancy, received his-and-hers
silver belt buckles from an admirer as they prepared to leave
this desert resort and wind up
their final presidential vacation.
Gerry Fitch, 72, of Cherokee
Village, Ark., on Monday handed
the president an ornately carved
box with the gifts as the Reagans
prepared to board Air Force One
at Palm Springs International
Airport.
"When I gave it to him, his eyes
sprang open," Fitch said. "He told
me, 'Thank you very much and
have a very happy new year."
The buckles were crafted by

Quality Dry Cleaning & Shirt Laundering

presented exclusively by:

4

President Reagan and wife, Nancy,
presented with silver belt buckles

Singles will meet tonight

One Month Unlimited Toning

Dixieland Shopping Center

- The National Arts Society is searching across the southern states for
poetry writers for its book entitled "The Poems Of The Great South."
The poems must be original and pertaining to the South. People who
wuld like to enter may send one or two poems of 25 lines or less to: National Arts Society, P.O. Box 95, Pass Christian, Miss. 39571.'Poems Of
The Great South" will be published in the latter part of February.

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, -Murray, on Wednesday,' Jan. 4. The
hours will be from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m. Blood pressure checks,
pulse and diabetes screenings will be offered. A blood sugar test will be
given to those who fast exactly two hours prior to the test. For $4, a person can purchase a Stool for Occult Blood Screening. On Thursday, Jan.
5, the Health Express will be at Lakeland Wesley Village, Benton,from 9
to 11 a.m. and at Kenlake State Park, Aurora, from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

SPECIAL

$18.50

Poems may be sent for book

One HOUR
cLeaneFis
Two Drive-In
Locations
Central Center 753-9525
715 So. 12th St.
759-4130

Shirts
Laundered
to perfection
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Coming community events listed
Tuesday,Jan.3
Kentucky Barkley Bass .'n Gals
Club will meet at? p.m. at Louie's
Steak House.
————
Murray TOPS take off pounds
sensibly I Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Room, Glendale Road For information call 753-9303.
————
Murray Moose Lodge will meet
at 8 p.m. with officers to meet atl
———
Southwest Calloway Elementary School has a skating party
scheduled from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating of Murray.
————
The Single's Organizational
Society will meet at 7 p.m. at
Chamber of Commerce building.
For information call Pamela at
753-7638 or Paul at 753-7351.
————
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 6:30
p.m. at the club house.
————
Calloway County High School
Lakers will host Carlisle County
High School basketball team at
Jeffrey Gym.
————
Murray High School Tigers will
host a basketball game with Heath
High School at 6 p.m.
————
Alcoholics Anonymous will meet
at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
The Singles Class will meet at 7
p.m. at University Church of
Christ.
Bingo. sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be played at 7 p.m.
in Parish Center of St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
————
Wednesday, Jan.4
"Living Arrangements in Later
Life" class will be at 10 a.m. in
meeting room of Calloway Public
Library. To register call 753-_. 15?,
or 753-1456. This is free and open to
the public.

Wednesday,Jan. 4
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m for activities by senior citizens, •
————
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
————
Bereavement Support Group
will meet from 9:30 to 11 a.m. in
chapel of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
————
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in Education Unit
of Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Chestnut Hills Shopping Center,
Murra, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1
to 3 p.m.
————
Ladies' Day Bridge with Doris
Rose as hostess will be at 9:30 a.m.
at Oaks Country Club.
————
RCIA will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

Thursday, Jan.5
Legion of Mary will meet at 9:45
a.m. in Parish Center of St. Leo's
Catholic Chureti.
————
Knights of Columbus will meet
-317:30 p.m. in Gleason Hall of St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
————
-raHealth Express of Mur,•
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Lakeland Wesley Village. Benton, from 9 to 11 a.m. and at
Kenlake State Park, Aurora from
12,30 to 2.30 p.m.
• ————
"Earthquake Preparedness:
will be at 6:30 p.m. in meeting
room of Calloway Public Library.
This is free and open to the public.
To register call 753-1452 or
753-1456.
————
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 1 p.m.
at the club house.
. ————
The Single Connection will meet
at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom,
Educational Building, First
United Methodist Church. For information call Carol at 753-2596,
Brenda at 573-2513 or Jiflis at
492-8733.
————
Events at Memorial Baptist
Front Porch Swing will meet at
Church will include Prayer
Meeting, Youth Bible Study. (I.As 7 p.m. in library of First Christian
(* Church
and RAs at 7 p.m.
— ——
Good Shepherd United
Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club at Methodist Church will have a Cof4:50 p.m., Super Dinner at 5:30 fee Break for Christ at 9:30 am.
p.m. and Chancel Choir practice
Murray High School Lady
at 7:30 p.m.
Tigers will host a basketball game
— ——
Events at First United with Carlisle County at 6 p.m. The
Methodist Church will include VHS Band will play.
————
youth Club.
Murray High School Freshmen
Goshen United Methodist Boys will play a basketball game
Church Women will meet at 7 p m
at Fulton County at 6:30 p.m.
at the church.
————
Life House will have prayer
Events at Fi-rst Baptist Church time at 12 noon at Crisis Pregnanwill include Bible- Study at 9:45 cy Center, 1506 Chestnut St For ina.m.; Exercise -C-lass at 10:45 formation call 753-0700.
a.m.; Prayer Meeting, Children's
————
Choirs and Klaymata Fellowship
will meet
Anonymous
Narcotics
at 6:30 p.m.; Beginner's Sigi
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's
p.m.;
Language Class at 7:30
(Cont'd'un page 14),
Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.

Just Say- No Club at North
— meets and presents prizes
The Just Say No Club at North
Calloway Elementary School
meets each first Thursday of the
month in the cafeteria of the
school.
At the Dec. 3rd meeting, shirts
were handed out and the group
divided up into teams.
At each meeting, drawings for

boy and girl prizes, a door prize
and one for: tile younger children
All prizes given in
are he
December were donated by the
Beta Club of Calloway County
High School.
For more information contact
Cindy Shaw at 489-2872 after 4 p.m

Scott Hopku
wins door pri
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Brec%7er-Bohilnnon wedding planned
The approaching marriage. of
Miss- Kathy Sue Brewer and
Rodney Allen Bohannon has been
announced.
Miss Brewer is the daughter of
Russell Brewer and the late Mrs._
Bettie Lou Brewer of Benton.
She is the granddaughter of
James Walter York and Lounell
Ross York of Benton and the Jeff
Brewer Jr. and Jettie Turner
er, both of Breathitt County.
Ir. Bohannon is the son of Mrs.
Sadie Bohannon of Mayfield and
the late Rudy Bohannon of
Brewers.
He is the grandson of the late
Mr. and Mrs. George Bohannon of
Brewers and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Baucum of Kirksey.
The bride-elect is a 1983
graduate of Marshall County High
School and a 1985 graduate of
Draughon's Business College.
The groom-elect is a .1978
graduate of Woodford County High
School.
Both Miss Brewer and Mr.
Bohannon are employed at Fisher
Price Toys of Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Jan., LI, at 7
p.m. at New Mare Baptist Church
at Gob.
A reception will follow in the activities building of the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
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DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT M D

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT Could you give
about
information
some
me
scleroderma?
DEAR READER: Scleroderma is achronil.. often fatal disease of unknown cause, marked by diffuse scarring in many of the body's organs. including the skin. joints, intestinal
tract, heart, lungs and kidneys The
disorder varies in its severity. In most
rases, it is progressive. It typically
starts as skin thickening and moves
into serious problems as internal tissues become affected.
The. characteristic manifestations
are known by the acronym CREST:
C: Calcinosis (an abnormal buildup
of calcium deposits ,in skin and
muscles).
R: Raynaud's phenomeno,n (sporadic interruption of blood flow to fingers. toes. ears and nose).
E: Esophageal dysfunction (difficulty swallowing and heartburn).
S. Sclerodactyly !deformation of
the hand bones and muscles).
T, Telangectasia (prrmanent widening of groups of sm41 blood vessels
in the skin).

Katlit tic• 111-cl‘ cro c.t :111C17?,
Other abnormalities rna. la• - pre
sent- in scleroderrna These include
lung damage causing diffu..ul.F..
breathing. skin ulcers. heart irregularities and cardiac deienerai:()n.
weakness and loss of muscle. li%er
disease, maldigest ion and kidney f.1:
ure (the major cause of death)
Diagnosis is usually made by
of skin or of an involved organ
Treatment is limited to reducing
symptoms Cortisone may temporar
ily halt the progression of sCleroder
ma Vasodilators(drugs to open blood
vessels), antacids and physiotherapy
may help patients maintain
independence
The course of the )1,scase !.
)-•=.
dictable, progression may t).•
)!
lover several years) However
ternal organs are attacked the
pro,nsi
becomes more grim
DEAR DR GOTT I take medicine
for congestive heart failure and high
blood pressure. I was told recently I
had a stress fracture in my foot but
could only take Tylenol for pain, due
to bad kidneys. Is there anything else
I can do?
DEAR READER: I'm Concerned
about the implausibility that someone
with heart failure could exercise t:,
the' point where a stress fracture
could occur Ordinarily, such cracks
in the foot bone are seen only in a!hletes. especially runners Therefore. I
suspect that your bones may be unusually brittle and lacking -in calcium
This possibility should be investigated
because you may need calcium supplements or hormone therapy to heal
the bone
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GO ITALIAN!
FAMILY RESTAURANTS

• -0 -Family Style"

Veal Parrnigiana
Dinner $4.99

Dr. Charles Morris is pictured with daughter, Beth, and Just Say No
Friends at North Calloway Elementary School. He will be leading a
team of the Just Say No Club.

Tommy Hutchens
wins boy's prize
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Mon-Sat from 4 PM All Day Sunday
e Only
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CLEAN SWEEP
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60% Off
All
Christmas
Clothing

Heather Roach
wins girl's prize
Debbie Burchett and Debbie Griffin, back row, will be leading a class
for the small children of the adult leaders of the Just Say No Club at
North Calloway. Pictured with them are Brad Shaw, Keine Griffin, Kim
Griffin, Benjamin Newton, Josh Burchett and Brent Burchett.

YOU GET THEM DIRTY WE CLEAN THEM

{

We wash dry & fold

Trousers, Skirts (Pleats Extra),
Sweaters, Sportcoats
1 5°

Suits
100
$i 0

Shirts

Searching for answers to all
those who what. where questions
about your new city'
WAGON
WELCOME
As
Representative, it s my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

5/$3"

Bel-Air Laundry & Cleaners
753-5242

Hello
Stranger!

99.it
Hostesa Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Homess Ingebnrg Kong 492 8348
4.momoo—

50% off
40% off
20% off

Jr. and Teens, Children's Clothing.

Ladies. svs, Blouses and slacks
lbsewseatsuits and Ladies
Robes

San Souct

All Denim

& more

I I.]
;o ol

20% off
20% off

Ladies Dresses
Slacks Dresses
Skirts, Blouses

JO-AN S
On the Square

Varieties
753-9569
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Turnovers costly to Calloway girls

Un-spotted
Panthers fall
to MSU 74-55

Staff Report
The Calloway County Lady
Lakers got in a big hole early,
bounced back, but eventually foul
trouble cost the Lady Lakers as
they dropped a 72-57 decision to
the Lady Marshals of Marshall
County Monday night in
Draffenville.
The Lady Lakers were victimized by turnovers early as they
could manage just six shots at the
basket in the first quarter, as the
Lady Marshals jumped out to a
19-4. "
"We were 2-of-6 in the first
quarter, while they were 8-of.18,"
Calloway coach Rose Elder said.
"We kept turning the ball over."

By DAVID RAME1
Sports Writer
On Saturday night, the Murray
State Racers spotted Evansville
the first 10 points of the game in
their loss to the Aces
Last night. the Racers weren't
spotting anybody anything.
They held the Panthers of
Eastern Illinois to just 27 percent
shooting in the first half, including
just 17 points, as MSU coasted to a
74-55 victory in Racer Arena in a
night were Jeff Martin passed one
milestone and inched closer to
another.
Martin led the way for the
Racers with 24 points, including
his 2,000th career point as a Racer.
He now stands at 16 points away
from Howie Crittenden's record of
2,019 career points.
-In contrast to the other night,
we felt like we had to strap our
defense on and make some adjc.,stments " Racer coach , Steve
was proud of the
Nt'W:On said
y-c determination. That was a
major step in the right direction
or us
'That was the difference in the
game.- Racer point guard Don
Mann said. "You can't let a good
team get 10 or 12 points right away
and expect to beat them."
The Racers upped their record
to 7-5, while Eastern Illinois fell to
After suffering from cold
shooting the other night. the
Racers sizzled the nets for 56 percent from the floor, while Eastern
shot just 37 percent for the game.
The Racers had a strong rebounding game again, as they pulled
down 37 boards to EIC's 25.
In front of a sparse crowd, the
teams battled back and forth early. Chris Ogden. who finished with
14, had six of MSU's first seven
points as the Racers trailed at 9-7.
' Paul King, who lost his starting
job to Terence Brooks, came off
the bench with 1112 remaining in
the half and Sparked the Racer
defense. Ogden scored inside.
followed by,Martin with a running
one-handed jumper off the break.
With MSC up 11-9, the Racers
forced EILT to take a bad shot at as
the shot clock ran down, and Martin blocked the shot. King picked
up the ball, returned it to Martin.
who hi/ a streaking Ogden, who
slammed it home. A Linzie Foster
I('ont'd OIL page 9.-1)

Lady Racers
split weekend
in San Diego
By TIM TUCKER
MSL Sports Information
Despite seeing their roster
shrink by the game, the Murray
State Lady Racer basketball team
survived San Diego, Calif., with a
win and a loss over the New Year's
holiday.
MSC downed San Diego, 73-59,
Saturday before falling to
undefeated and nationally-ranked
San Diego State, 81-58, Monday.
Senior -guard Sheila Smith's
game-high 23 points were not
enough against San Diego State,
as the Lady Racers committed a
season-high 34 turnovers. Murray
tild hold SDSU's consensus allAmerica center Chana Perry to
4-9f-11 field goal shooting and 20
points.. '•Turnovers were our downfall,"
said MSC coach Bud Childers.
"We couldn't take care of the
basketball."
"Our.game plan worked, but it
was really tough playing without
three perimeter players," said
Childers referring to Karen
Johnson and Melissa4Huffmari,
who are recovering from ankle injuries, and Rona Poe, who missed
the game with the flu.
Sophomore forward Tai.vnya
Pierce joined Smith in double
figures for Murray State with 12
points. Perry, who had a game.
high 18 rebounds, and guard Julie
Evans led San Diego State, 9-0,
with 20 points each.
Murray State. which fell to 9-2
on the season, plays at TennesseeChattanooga Thursday before
opening Ohio Valley Conference
play at Austin Peay State
Saturday.
• •
MSIL 73, San Diego 59
Smith scored a game-high 24
points leading the Lady Racers CO
its win over San Diego.
((ont'd on page 9A)
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But despite the early hole, the
Lady Lakers bounced back. A
strong effort in the second quarter
enabled Calloway to cut into the
Lady Marshal lead, as Marshall
went into the locker room leading
31-20. A strong performance by
Cynthia Garland, who had 12 of
her 16 points in the third quarter.
got Calloway back into the game.
Erica Muskgrow hit a 3-pointer
to tie the game at 39, and a
Garland bucket gave Calloway a
41-39 lead. But Marshall, fought
back to take a 44-43 lead at the end
of the third quarter.
But Garland and Muskgrow,
who had 12 points on the night,
both got into foul trouble early in

'Dream Game'

Cardinals bench Wildcats

vti

Murray State's Jeff Martin launches the jumper that tell for his 2,000th
career points as Chris Ogden and an Eastern Illinois opponent watch the
start' prim. 5% Ihrtid RameN
shot rise.

Martin's 2000 points
don't cover senior's
value to Racer team
By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
Jeff Martin spun into the lane Monday night against Eastern Illinois,
stopped and released what has become a patented shot for Racer fans,
his one-handed jumper, with the ball being released gracefully at the top
of his leap. The ball sailed for its destination, landing where most Martin
shots en,softly tickling the nets, marking this time, two more points for
Murray State
But these points, with 4:58 remaining in MSU's 74-55 win, were special.
They were Martin's 2000th points as a Racer. He now stands just 15
points shy of Howie Crittenden's school record of 2,019.
Despite all the awards and accalades he has garnered for himself and
his teatn, Martin essentially remains the quiet, polite unassuming person he was when he arrived at Murray four years ago.
Jeff Martin came to MSU from Cherry Valley, Arkansas, a small town
in Northeastern Arkansas. Despite being a 31.5 per game scorer and a
16.0 rebounder and leading his team to a state championship, Martin
was overlooked by every Division I school but Murray State.
Cherry Valley, and his family are important to Jeff Martin. He's close
to his brother Wayne, all-American defensive end for Arkansas' football
team. Jeff Martin will tell you he wouldn't,trade anywhere in the world
for Cherry Valley. He'll also tell you that his family deserve a lot of the
credit for his success.
Steve Newton gave Martin the opportunity to play Division I college
basketball. The critics thought he was too slow, and would never turn into a dominant scorer. Newton thought otherwise, and also brought in a
guard that everyone thought was too small.
Don Mann will tell you how much Jeff Martin means to him. both on
the floor and off the floor. •
"We've been playing together for four years. It's like a pair of gloves.
You don't want one without the other," Mann says.
"We're like brothers. Off the floor, we're just as close as we are on the
court."
':Don's my best friend," Martin says -I don't think I could have
scored the 'way I have without him."
The two have meant everything to Murray State basketball in the last
four seasons. Last year, with the Racers winning the OVC and knocking
off North Carolina State in the NCAA tournament, brought Martin and
Mann some much deserved attention.
But still Martin remains the same person he's alWays been.
Newton says that Martin has developed into more of a leader this
season. Of course, even in leadership. Martin is quiet, humble, unassuming. He leads by example, which in his case, is an awfully good example.
Saturday night against Austin Peay, Martin will likely become the alltime scoring leader in Murray State basketball history. Next season will
hopefully bring Martin the .challenges of the National Basketball
Association.
But Martin says he's not worried about that.
"It's in the back of my mind. But I'm not worried about it. I have no
control over it. All I can do is go out and play hard and play my best."
Newton will also -find a challenge awaiting him next season, how to
replace Martin. But for now. Newton sits back and marvels with the rest
of us.
"He's etched his name in the history books tonight," Newton said after
Martin hit 24 against Eastern Illinois.
Newton talks about the offensive skills of Martin. the "radar" he has
for the basket. But he eventually. like everyone else who knows Jeff,
comes around to the person.
"Jeff is a gamer. He's improved his practice work ethic.
"It's hard to put into words what he's meant to our basketball team."
Randy Herndon. the Racer Network play-by-play announcer who has
missed just one game that Martin has played. talks of his consistency
and the fact that Martin Makes the tough shot looks easy. But he too.
gets around to talking about the individual.
"Obviously he's unselfish. Even though he scores a lot of points, it
doesn't cause any problems with his teammates."
Unselfish, gamer. leader. and friend are all words to describe Jeff
Martin. But one another:mord probably best describes Martin. both on
the court and off it.
Winner.

LOLISVI1J.F ( AP ) — Pervis Ellison scored 20 points to pace a balanced attack as No. 14 Louisville used its superior depth to beat Kentucky
97-75 Saturday .
Louisville's reserves, led by Everick Sullivan's 15 points, outscored
Kentucky's bench 31-3 as the Cardinals won their seventh straight game
to improve to 7-2. Kentucky is now 5-7.
Louisville fell behind 19-14 before Tony Kimbro's 3-point shot with
13:20 left in the first half ignited a 16-4 run over the next five minutes that
put the Cardinals up 30-23,
The outburst was capped by Keith Williams' steal and pass to Sullivan,
who threw a behind-the-back pass from underneath the basket to Kenny
Payne for a layup that brought the capacity crowd at Freedom Hall to its
feet. Payne was fouled by Kentucky's Sean Sutton and sank the free
throw for a three-point play.
Louisville upped the margin to 50-35 at halftime.
Consecutive 3-pointers by Derrick Miller pulled Kentucky within 54-43
with 15:43 left in the game, but Louisville scored 11 of the next 14 points
to put the game out of ;reach at 65-46 at the 11:20 mark.
Kentucky never got closer than 12 the rest of the way, and the final
margin was Louisville's largest lead.

the fourth quarter. Trailing by
seven, the Lady Lakers were forced to gamble. and Marshall's
Kristi Walker, who had been
basically held in check, got going
and finished the game with scoring honors, tossing in 20.
Elder was disappointed with the
loss.
"We've come close to them
enough these last few years," she
said. "We're tired of coming
close."
Elder thought the sluggish opening might have been because of
the lay-off the Lady Lakers had.
"We can't dig ourselves into a
hole like that," she said. "We felt
like the lapse early cost us the
game."
Garland's 16 led Calloway.
followed by Muskgrow's 12. Pam
Bucy, who Elder credited with a
good defensive job, had 10 points,
and freshman Ann Paul had eight
and led the way with seven
rebounds.
Right behind Walker's 20 was
Michelle Cadwell.. who had 19.
Marsha Case had 13 and Missy Lee
had 10 for the Lady Marshals.
While the Lady Lakes were hitting 9-of-17 from the charity stripe,
Marshall County was hitting
15-of-22.
Calloway also lost the junior
varsity game, as they missed two
free throws with three seconds left
which would have won the game.
as Marshall won 40-39. Bucy had 10
points, Jennifer Catherson had
seven points and seven rebounds
and Susan Cox had seven in the
losing effort, as Calloway hit just
8-of-19 from the free throw line.

Hot-shot Aces trump Racers 78-70
By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
Evansville's Reed Crafton dribbled the ball up court and then
buried a 3-pointer from the top of
the key after the opening tip Saturday night in Racer Arena.
Seconds later, teammate Scott
Haffner hit a spinning jumper
from 17-feet. A half-minute later,
teammate Scott Shreffler hit a
3-pointer from the right wing.
Score, Evansville 8, Murray State
0.
The U of E threesome shot the
lights out of Racer Arena in both
years Saturday night, as the Aces
beat the Racers 78-70 in the "Late
Night with the OVC" game on
ESPN. The first half was played
on Dec. 31, 188, and the second on
Jan. 1, 1989.
"We spotted them ten points and
they beat us by eight. You have to
credit their shooting," Racer
coach Steve Newton said. "I can't
remember when a team came into
Racer Arena and shot the ball like
they did with a hand in their face."
While Evansville was shooting
56 percent from the floor for the
game, MSU suffered through a 41
percent shooting night from outside, including a dismal 39 percent
in the second half, while
Evansville was finding the hoop 60
percent of the time.
Haffner tossed in 26 points for
the Aces on 9-of-14 shooting, in-

eluding a perfect 4-of-4 from 'television, the teams exchanged
3-point country. Crafton was baskets until a score by Haffner
7-of-12 including 3-of-6 from 3-point put U of E up by 15 at 49-34. But a
range, while scoring 21. Shreffler Martin 3-pointer from the left wing
cut it to 12. Don Mann scored from
had 14 for the Aces.
Jeff Martin led Murray with 25 outside, and Foster scored on a
points, on 10-of-16 shooting, hitting stick back, and the Racers had cut
4-of-5 from 3-point range. Chris the lead to eight.
Ogden had 16 while Terence
Shreffler hit a 3-pointer from 22
Brooks had 12 for the Racers. Lin- feet to end the Aces rut, and the
zie Foster had 10.
teams exchanged buckets until the
U of E jumped out 10-0 when Dan Racers cut it back to eight at 60-52
Godfread scored from the baseline when Brooks hit a 3—pointer.
Evansville kept answering the
with 18:11 left in the first half.
Martin ended the Racer drought Racer charge. Murray got as close
with a jumper from 19-feet, just in- as six with 19 seconds remaining,
side the 3-point line, as he was but 1.7 of E hit 6-of-7 free throws in
fouled by Haffner. After Martin the final 1:17 to secure the win.
While the Aces' three guards
connected on the free throw, U of
E's Brian Hill hit a free throw to were connecting on 20-of-35 shots,
make it 11-3. After a TV timeout MSU's starting tandem was havwith U of E leading 15-4, Ogden, ing a tough night. Don 'Mann hit
Foster, and Martin all scored to just 2-of-13 from the field, while
make it 15-11, the closest the Paul King went 0-of-4. with three
misses from beyond the 3-point
Racers would come all night.
Godfread ended the UE drought line.
with a dunk, and the Aces began
"It's just a matter of them combuilding up their lead. It reached
ing out of their slump," Newton
as high as 17 in the first half when
said. "And I know they will. It's
Haffner hit a jumper with 4:55 left, like a hitting slump, you have to
giving U of E a 35-18 lead.
keep swinging."
Newton said he was pleased
Buckets by Foster and Ogden
cut the advantage to 11 in the clso- again with the play of Brooks, who
ing minutes of the first half, as the continued his solid play off the
bench. Newton also noted that his
Aces went into the locker room
smaller team out-rebounded the
leading 41-30.
Aces 38-27,, coming back from a
After the crowd of 4,225 counted
down the New Year on national 16-12 deficit.

Playoff teams are left out in the cold
By DAVE GOLDBERG
.AP Football Writer
After burying the Minnesota Vikings 34-9, the San
Francisco 49ers are the NFL's designated hot team
— for this week at least. But they'll be out in the cold
for the NFC title game at Chicago and that's where
they least like to be.
For, while San Francisco has won two Super Bowls
in Bill W'alsh's 10-year coaching regime and made
the playoffs six straight seasons and seven of the last
eight. the 49ers have lost their last four road playoff
games.
All Were played in cold weather, although maybe
not be as cold as expected at Chicago Sunday. San
Francisco lost 17-3 and 49-3 to the New York Giants in
1985 and 1986, and 24-21 at Washington in the 1983
NFC championship game.
And the home team has won the NFC title game
the last eight years.
"The thing that counts in the remaining games is
not the elements and not the team's health," said
Roger Craig. who ran for 135 yards, including an
80-yard touchdown run, against the Vikings on Sunday. "It's how much your heart wants it. We just
have to keep turning it up another notch."
Becausi&Buffalo and Cincinnati ail at -home
Tather will probably play a smaller
in the cold,
role in the AFC title game at Cincinnati. But the
home field will be a factor — Buffalo and Cincinnati
are the only unbeaten teams at home. both 9-0, and
the Bengals beat the Bills 35-21 on Nov. 27 at Riverfront Stadium.
Injuries may also be a factor, with both teams
missing starting offensive tackles, Joe Walter for
Cincinnati and Tim Vogler for the Bills.
Shane Conlan, Buffalo's Pro Bowl inside
linebacker, missed the first game against the
Bengals'as well as the next four because of a severely bruised instep. He's considered 50-50 to play Sunday, and he'll be needed. Ickey Woods ran for 129
yards and James Brooks for 93 as the Bengals rushed
, for 232 and passed for 223 in by far the worst perfor-

mance of the season by a Buffalo defense that was
ranked No. 1 in the AFC.
The Bills, who haven't been in a championship
game since losing 31-7 to Kansas City 22 years ago in
the game that decided the AFL's first entrant in the
Super Bowl, vow the defense won't be embarrassed
again.
"I can't wait," nose tackle Fred Smerlas said after
Sunday's 17-10 victory over Houston that put the Bills
into the title game. "It's a classic matchup. The two
best teams in the AFC matching up for the AFC title.
•
No wild-cards here."
Houston quarterback Warren Moon fiaid tribute to
the Buffalo defense when he said: "How many guys
were they rushing? 10? 15? They were really switching their defenses."
The San Francisco-Chicago game is also a
rematch. The Bears won 10-9 in a Monday night contest on Oct. 24. This time, Chicago will be without
Richard Dent, who pressured Joe Montana
throughout on a night when the '49ers quarterback
completed just 13 of 29 passes for 168 yards.
Chicago is banged up at quarterback. As the Bears
left for Suwanee, Ga. Monday to train, Coach Mike
Ditka said it would be later in'the week before he
would decide on a starter, either Mike Tomczak or
Jim McMahon. Tomczak reinjurel his separated left
shoulder in a 20-12 victory over \Philadelphia last
Saturday and was replaced by McMahon, who hadn't
played in nearly two months while nursing an injured knee.
Walsh said he doesn't think Chicago will present
the offensive variety that the 49ers faced against the
Vikings.
"We had to stop the Vikings because they could
make the big plays," Walsh said. "We don't feel that
pressure now."
But the 49ers do feel the road playoff pressure.
They have lost four straight dating back to 1970,
when San Francisco beat the Vikings 17-14 at Bloomington, Minn.
At least that's one positive omen. In those days,
they didn't play Indoors at Minnesota.
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Rockne's spirit alive as Irish claim national championship
TEMPE. Ariz. 1AP - It was only a rumor triad trie
clouds over the Fiesta Bowl looked like Knute
Rockne's face, and that he smiled watching Notre
Dame reclaim the national championship.
If Rockne's visage wasn't in the air, though, his
spirit surely was on a day of glory for America's
team at the end of a perfect 12-0 season.
The Fighting Irish spirit was alive in the current
coach, Lou Holtz, who has hummed the Notre Dame
Victory March since childhood.
It was alive in Tony Rice, the best rushing quarterback in Notre Dame history and now, surprisingly, a
slick passer in a 34-21 victory over No. 3 West
Virginia.
Holtz and Rice christened a new football era and
joined an old tradition by winning Notre Dame's first
national title in 12 years.
They also stirred nostalgia for the days of Rockne,
Frank Leahy, Ara Parseghian and Dan Devine, who
won 13 titles among them.
"I think Knute Rockne would be proud of this football team," Holtz said in a raspy but firm voice
moments after the game. "I think this football team
is what Notre Dame's spirit is all about."

Holtz heard the Notre Dame victory song tnrough
his youth when it was played at his school, run by the
gisters of Notre Dame. He has been a success nearly
everywhere he's worked, but neVer more than this
year for the team he's always dreamed of coaching.
This year's Fighting Irish were a scrappy, ornery
bunch who earned every bit of Monday's 11 penalties
for 102 yards..
The Mountaineers didn't play well, but they didn't
roll over. They played a proud, tough game worthy of
their ranking despite injuries to several key players
in the first quarter, including quarterback Major
Harris.
Harris, a righthanded passer, hurt his left shoulder
when he ran on the third- play and played more
cautiously afterward.
"It definitely affected my scrambling," said Harris, who ran for only 11 yards and passed for 166. "I
think on certain plays, I was thinking about my
shoulder. Every time I landed on it, I could feel the
pain."
Meanwhile, Rice, selected the offensive player of
the game, was a cool general and a one-man terror

ROSE BCWL

ORANGE BOWL

Bo beats jinx
with surprises

Hurricanes still Aikman finds
claim No. 1 rank home in Dallas

COTTON BOWL

PASADENA, Calif. (AP - Bo
MIAMI i_AP - After proving
DALLAS AP - Troy Aikman
Schembechler knew in his bionic
themselves better than Nebraska,
may have found himself a permaheart that Michigan could win the
the Miami Hurricanes claimed
ment home in Dallas.
Rose Bowl if it could stop Southern
they're better than No. 1 Notre
The UCLA quarterback led the
California's powerful running
Dame.
ninth-ranked Bruins to an NCAA
attack.
The Hurricanes thumped
record seventh consecutive bowl
He also knew he'd need some
Nebraska 23-3 in Monday night's
victory Monday with a 17-3 win
surprises for -USC coach Larry
Orange Bowl game to ensure
over eighth-ranked Arkansas in
Smith, who broke into football in
retention of their No. 2 ranking in
the Cotton Bowl.
the 1960's as Schembechler's
the final Associated Press poll. - He did so under the watchful eye
assistant.
Miami's only loss in 12 games was
of officials from the Dallas
Schembechler, who suffered a
a 31-30 decision at Notre Dame in
Cowboys, who own the NFL's No.
heart attack in 17(4and underwent
October.
1 draft pick.
quadruple bypass surgery a little
"We might not be number one,
'uCoachi Tom Landry will
over a year ago, concocted a plan
but at this time we are the best
make the final choice but I would
that worked to perfection Monday
football team in the country."
be shocked if he didn't take Troy
as the Wolverines beat the Trojans
Miami coach Jimmy Johnson
Aikman," said Cowboys' person22-14, giving the Big Ten sucsaid.
nel director Gil Brandt. "I think
cessive victories over the
"Notre Dame has a great footTroy played real well."
Pacific-10 Conference.
ball team, and they beat us up in
Aikman has a preference: The
"I've said all week the most imSouth Bend. But we've come a
Cowboys.
portant thing was to stop their runlong way since then, and we're not
-I'd love to play for Dallas,"
ning," said Schembechler. whose
the inexperienced team now that
said Aikman. who will finish his
personal record now is 2-7 in Rose
we were at that time."
collegiate career at the Hula and
Bowl games and 5-11 in all bowls.
The Fighting Irish beat West
Japan bowls. He was 20-4 as a star"( Southern Cal quarterback I
Virginia -34-21 Monday afternoon
ting quarterback at UCLA.
Rodney Peete can beat you
in the Fiesta Bowl to end Miami's
Aikman was almost overwhelmhimself. If you let those big backs
hopes of a second straight national
ed by ''Aikmania" when the
run, Rodney Peete's going to have
championship. Most of the HurBruins came to Dallas for their
a field day.
ricanes learned that Notre Dame
historic first Cotton Bowl visit.
"We did a good job stopping the
had won when the score was -an"I was more distracted this
—fun—ilfie
second half. That made
ir
nounced over the public address
week than in all of thepther weeks
all the difference." .
system midway through the
combined,•' 'Aikman said. -I
The Wolverines:
Orange Bowl game.
didn't feel the pressure but it was
- Rushed for 208 yards. 142 by
"We were a little upset, and it
hard to prepare for the football
Leroy Hoard who earned 'MVP
got us a little fired' up," quartergame. I got shut off from the
honors.
back Steve Walsh said. "We
media on Thursday and that
- Held USC to 138 net yards
wanted to show the country that
helped. I was finally able to focus
rushing, just 31 in the second half.
we were the best team in the cdunon the game."
- Surprised the Trojans by
try, maybe not in the polls but on
What he saw was an Arkansas
throwing the ball 24 times, three
the field."
defense. that tried to negate the
more passes than Peete threw.
long passes.
Miami definitely was the No. 1
"I told the team before the game
So Aikman picked apart Arkanteam in the Orange Bowl. The
to .expect the unexpected,"
with a short passing game. He
sas
Hurricanes
rolled
to
-a
20-0
Schembechler said. "I was going
hit 19 of.27 passes for 172 yards -arid
halftime
lead
thanks
to
two
to do whatever it took to Win this
one touchdown and converted 12 of
touchdown passes from Walsh to
game.
20 third-down situations to earn
Leonard
Conley
and
a
defense
that
"I also told the defense to expect
Corton
Bowl offensive Most
allowed only two first downs.
tole in some funny fieldaDosition."
ValUable
Player honcirs.
"They're
the
best
team
we've
The victory enabled No. 11
Aikman, who bounced back
faced this season," Nebraska
Michlgan'to finish the season 9-2-1
after an early' nterception,
coach Tom Osborne said. "I'm
and .almost assured the
directed scoringdriC'es of 93 and 74
sure
that
Notre
Dame
will
be
Wolverines a Top Ten finish in the
yards, the second of which ended
number one, but I don't think there
final poll.
with a 2-yard scoring pass to Carare
many
teams
that
would
come
The fifth-ranked Trojans, who
win Anthony. .
into
the
Orange
Bowl
and
be
lost to Michigan State last season
UCLA led 1.I-O at halftime, and
favored to beat Miami."
in Smith's first Rose Bowl, finishthe Bruin* defense. made it stand
Sixth-ranked
Nebraska,
11-2,
ed 10-2.
finished with 80 yards rushing, its
' up.
"We're just a good 10-2 team.
lowest
total
in
a
bowl
game
since
•
Arkansas' only points came on a
that's all," an angry Smith said.
the 1941 Rose Bowl. I-back Ken 49-yard field goal by Kendall
"Michigan's a fine team. I don't
Clark, who rushed for 1,497 yards - Trainor in the third period. It was
know where they'll finish, but
during
the regular season, was his 24th consecutive-field goal. •
they're one of the top five teams in
held to a season-low 36 yards in 14
UCLA countered on Alfredo
my opinion and I hope we get to
carries.
Velasco's 32-yard field goal in the,
play them again next year."
"The defense pretty well had
fourth period.
Smith accused the Trojans, who
them zeroed in with everything
led 14-3 at halftime, of sloppy
"We took what Arkansas gave
that they did," Johnson said. "I
tackling and failing to play four
and we've been doing that all
think that we dominated the line of season." Aikman said. "You can't
solid quarters of football.
scrimmage more than anything
argue with success. When it came
"I'm not disappointed. I'm just
else."
darned angry. that's all," Smith
to the crunch we were able to convert third downs and keep drives
said. "It just seemed like we
Nebraska's Steve Taylor comthought maybe we had the game
going.•'
pleted only eight of 21 passes for 55
won. We just couldn't get the
UCLA coach Terry Donahue
yards and ran 17 times for 12
momentum because we couldn't
said Aikman did a good job of stayyards. He suffered six sacks, ining under control.
get our defense off the field."
cluding two by defensive end Greg
"Troy needed to play his game
Peete, playing his final game for
Mark.
and he did." Donahue said. "He
USC, had touchdown runs of one
"We practiced containing
was under an unusual amount of
and four yards in the second
Taylor all week long, because we
quarter. Little did the Trojans
pressure and came through."
felt that was the key," Mark%said.
Donahue said it was a great
know that was all they would get.
"Our defense just got off the ball
honor to become the first coach to
"We've been a fourth-quarter
real quick and beat the Nebraska
football team all year long," said
win seven consecutive bowl
line to the punch.••
games.
Peete, who completed -15 "of 21
The Hurricanes had a big advan"It's a significant win for our
passes for 158 yards with two intage in total yards, 354-135. .
program," he said.
terceptions. "We'd come out in the
•
"I'm proud of ourselves," Mark
It was the first Cotton Bowl apfourth quarter and dominate,
said. "Even though Notre Dame
pearance by a West Coast team
dominate. dominate and come
did win, our team showed a lot of
back. We had a good halftime talk.
character by not giving up and not since Oregon lost to Southern
Methodist 40 years ago.
I don't know what happened."
pouting."
Part of the answer was tur- •
"We had a great time,"
The game's only touchdowns
foyers. When the Trojans lose,
came on Walsh passes of 22 and 42 Donahue said. "I'd recommend
,..._turnovers_generallx.....are....the... -yards -to-Conley-The,latter score-- this bowl to any Pac-10 team and
we'd come back, that's for sure."
reason. They turned the ball over , included a dazzling effort by the
UCLA, 10-2, was runner-up in
four times in the season-ending
running back, who caught a swing
showdown with Notre Dame and
pass at the 38-yard line and weav- the Pac-10 behind Southern
suffered five -trtOre turnovers
ed down the left sideline with the California while Arkansas, 10-2,
was the Southwest Conference
against Michigan.
help of blocks by three
The Trojans had driven to the
champion.
teammates.
Arkansas coach Ken Hatfield
Michigan 32 when Peete was inMiami's Carlos-Huerta added
tercepted by John Milligan with 50
field goals of 18, 37 and 37 yards. blamed himself for the collapse of
Arkansas' offense, which producseconds remaining, sending many
One of the kicks followed a blockonly 42 yards and four first
in the crowd of 101,688 heading for
ed
ed punt by Bubba McDowell, the
downs.
the exits.
10th of his career.

Rice threw standing still, on the run and jumping
like a basketball player, which he also is, and finished with a career-high 213 yards and two touchdown's.
He also rushed for 75 of Notre Dame's 242 yards on
the ground.
Notre Dame's defense kept the high-scoring Mountaineers to 282 net yards by sacking Harris three
times and pressuring him most of the rest of the
time.
Holtz, who has been hesitant lbout calling his team
the best in the country, claimed it for his players now
after beating the second, third and fourth ranked
teams this season.
"They deserve the national championship for their
continued hard work," he said. "If it weren't for us,
Southern California, Miami and West Virginia would
all still be undefeated."
The national title, officially conferred today when
results of the final Associated Press poll of the
season are released, is coming to Holtz in his third
season as coach - just as it did for Leah,..,
Parseghian and Devine.
Leahy won ir 1943, 1946, 1947 and 1949, Parseghian
in 1966 and 1973 and Devine in 1977

HALL OF FAME

Rockne WO/1.'31X other national titles before
Associated Press poll began m 1936.
West Virginiacoach Don Nehlen had hoped for hi first national championship. but left with rriemori,
of "a great season- only slightly marred h‘ tnis
• "We didn't play very well.- he said • Major
hurt the first half but Notre Dame is a better foot •
team than we are. They beat as up front
deserved to win. They are better than we are
The Mountaineers trailed 26-13 and had a chan( e •
get back in the game when cornerback Willie Ed
wards intercepted a Rice pass and returned it I ;
yards to the Irish 26 with 2 45 left in the third perp.
But Notre Dame's hard-hitting defense rose to the
occasion. Harris lost two yards, threw an incon
pass and then was sacked by All-America:
Frank Slams, voted the defensive player oi the
game, and linebacker Arnold Ale for a 12•'.
that put the Mountaineers out of geld zoa:
Notre Dan:.
drive. Rice
Jacobs and ran for a •.,,k),•point
tLi•
it 34-12

SUGAR BOWL

Syracuse victory Sanders enjoys
answers skeptics storybook finish

Clemson outmotivates OU

GATOR BOWL

HOLIDAY BOWL

PEACH BOWL

Dooley goes out
a winner; 34-27

Sanders shows
mercy in fourth

Jackson ignites
Wolfpack, 28-23

The Georgia victory spoiled a
record-setting performance by
Michigan State's Andre Rison,
who caught nine passes for 252
yards, breaking the former Gator
Bowl mark of 192 receiving yards
by Florida State's Fred Biletnikoff
in 1965.

Sanders did it in three quarters,
opting to sit ot the final period
despite being just 3 yards shy of
Craig James' Holiday Bowl record
of 225 yards tor Southern
Methodist, set in '...1980 against
Brigham Young.

Rison caught scoring passes
from Bobby McAllister on plays
covering 4, 55 and 50 yards and he
also caught a 51-yard pass to set
up Blake Ezor's 3-yard touchdown
run to cut Michigan State's deficit
-to 27-20 in the opening minute of
the fourth quarter.

"They told me that I was 2 or 3
yards away, but it didn't mean
anything to me," Sanders said.
"I'm just glad we won the game.
Coach Pat Jones asked me if I
wanted some more. I told him I'd
rather not."

Johnson, a senior who passed for
just 945 yards and four
touchdowns during the season,
connected with Hampton on firsthalf scoring passes covering 6 and
30 yards and SteVe Crumley kicked one of his two field goals as
Georgia took a 17-7 lead.

Sanders left the game after scoring on a 10-yard run with six
seconds remaining in the third
quarter and 12th-rinked
Oklahoma State (10-21 leading
45-14. The run capped a 28-point
third-quarter surge that ballooned
its lead from a 17-7 halftime
advantage.
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NEW ORLEANS IATh - What
<
began as something less the the
best of weeks for Florida State's says tha,.
'a:Ay
"Neon" Deion Sanders became a Clerns(iir
"Prime Time" hit starring the AllAmerica cornerback in a game- had n
saving situation at the Sugar rank, .
Bowl.
Twice in - the fourth quarter They v.
fourth-ranked Florida State stop- That -.1 •.
ped No. 7 Auburn With big defen- tor.- *.k.itte!.
I
sive plays, the second time. with 12
loss
seconds left in the game Monday.•
On fourth down at the Florida
th one
State 9-yard line with 7:58 left in ought to be hette!' ;
the game. Howard Dinkins _broke , team trait ,,k ., ..rks
through and caused Auburn a-days.- !le
quarterback Reggie Slack to draw
like t' •
a penalty for intentional
grounding.
Then, after Auburn drove from
its own 4-yard line to the Florida
adrn ttte,:
State 22 in the final minutes, :-..-Jaranteed
..
Sanders outwrestled Auburn's fl probkrn
Lawyer Tillman to come up with
-.Just plav:'
the game-saving interception
for cr.lr prugra!,,
the fifth Auburn turnover of the
el'e- • •
game.
said
It preserved a 13-7 victory in a
game in which all the scoring ochas a tooth,.:11 Fr
curred in the first half.
year
Sanders, known as "Neon
then
Delon" and "Prime Time,- had
been victimized earlier on
earned its bawl
Auburn's touchdown drive. On a
tne
('
play starting at the Florida State
tie (,).'ELithorn.,,i
20-yard line, tight end Walter
du a:ter
Reeves caught a pass at the 3-yard
garne — ,thd 7he ,t
line and dragged Sanders into the
Ire
i
end zone.
''.\,ebraska
"The ending to the game was a
The ‘'Ictory represeriteIt
•
storybook ending," Sanders said.
by an ACC tear.:
-All week in my mind I visualized
17 tries
what would happen in this game
The .-:Hohers nad n,,ped
and how it would end." . the new year itn A VIL'Ain.'
•
The week began badly for
bt-'cat;:•e•
.1..
Sanders. On Christmas -Eve-. he
game 111 •„•Xt- ••e\t„
was arrested after a scuffle at a
because o:
\C \.\ orub..c
gift shop in his hometown of Fort
re crating v:olations
Myers, Fla.
A
Florida State, noted for its wide
nian(.e kept it
ritipperAh:
open passing offense and trick
rhe ›iti)hers A!-1,
plays, used a bruising running
-111
game and a sturdy defense to
game, had
force five turnovers.
three quartel.s
"People usually out-tough --us.
arils
:254
We are usually more of a finesse
Janlelle
team," Florida State Coach Bobby
r:ght, tnre‘k —
I.• yaD.:s
Bowden said. "But that didn't haptourah
pen tonight."

SAN DIEGO AP - Barry
Sanders' final act in the Holiday
Bowl was one of mercy
In a crowning achievement to
his Heisman Trophy-winningseason. Sanders ran for 222 yards
and five touchdowns in Oklahoma
'State's 62-14 romp Friday night'
over No. 15 Wyoming 11-21.

,

CITRUS BOWL

TAMPA, Fla. AP - Syracuse
seems always to be trying to prove
they belong among the nation's
college football elite.
Coach Dick MacPherson's team
-.talked as good a game 'as they
played Monday after humbling
Louisiana State 23-10 in the Hall of
Fame Bowl, answering skeptics
who felt LSU would win because it
was co-champion of the rugged
Southeastern Conference.
"LSU probably did have a
tougher schedule than we had. I
won't take that away from them,"
Syracuse quarterback Todd
Philcox said. "But we both played
some great teams, some of them
the same. The bottom line is that
they won eight games and we won
nine."
Make that 10 victories for
Syracuse after the Hall of Fame
destruction. The Orangemen rushed for 208 yards and intercepted
Tommy Hodson three times to
finish 10-2, with losses to Ohio
State, which also beat LSU, and
West Virginia.
"I think the SEC, from teams
one through seven, is the strongest
conference in America," said
MacPherson, whose squad tied
league member Auburn in last
year's Sugar Bowl.--We've lost
our measuring stick in the East,
since Penn State won't play us any
more, so I think this makes a good
measuring stick for us."
Robert Drummond, voted the
game's most 'valuable player,
rushed for 122 yards and two
touchdowns and Philcox threw for
130 yards and one- touchdown to
lead Syracuse, which got one interception from All-American
safety Markus Paul and two by
cornerback David Holmes.
The Orangemen, wearing
special armbands in remembrance of Syracuse students Who,
died in the crash of,Pan Am Flight
103, pulledaway from a 10-10 tie on
Drummond's 1-yard dive with 5:53
left in the 'third quarter and
Philcox's 4-yard TD pass to Deval
Glover Six minutes later.
We didn't do anything right today - throw, pass, block, tackle.
anything," LSU coach Mike Archer said.

JACKSONVILLE, Fla,. ( AP Wayne Johnson threw three
touchdown passes and Rodney
Hampton ran for 109 yards and
scored three times as Georgia
gave coach Vince Dooley a 34-27
Gator Bowl victory over Michigan
• State in his final game Sunday
night.

4'•••

ATLANT \.,
Jackson ran
pa::.
IOUChdOwils ,t \ortn I•,:rok:n„.i
State exploded for three
second-period .,l'ort.s esterday
then held oti Iowa :r
Peach Bow i victory'
It was a game played in
/UM and marred by iitarnovtns.
seven by vai hi. team \'u ii
Carolina State , s-;i 1 • on% ruled
three Iowft. mistakes into
touchdowns, while Iowa tarile up
with only 10 points from ‘\ olfoack
mistakes.
Chuck iiartheb threw three
touchdown • passes tor low a, including one with just eight seconds left in the game.,and set a Peach
Bowl record for passing . yardage
But he also had four passes in•
tercepted, three in the first half
North Carolina State scored ,
three TDs in the first 4.23 of the second period to break open the
game 28-3, and led 28
:
10 at
halftime. Iowa had five turnovers
and the Wolfpack three in the first
half.
Hartlieb finishcd with 29 corn
pletions in 50 attempts for 428
yards. The yardage broke !he
mark of 401 set by Jack Trudeau of
Illinois in 1985.
•
v
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Television time-out

The New Year's Eve holiday and demands'of national television exposure collided at Murray State University Saturday night as the MSU
Racers hosted the Evansville Purple Aces in a game televised nationally
by ESPN. Above, Racer teammates Don Mann, Terence Brooks and Jeff
Martin give less than their full attention to the pregame conversation of
ESPN announcers Ralph Hacker and Billy King while, top right, MSU
cheerleaders and fans watch the shot clock count down the final seconds
of 1988 in Racer Arena. The ESPN crew of King and Hacker (bottom

left) wore appropriate tuxedos and party hats to the New Years' Eve
bash, which was celebrated in two different time zones, with MSLI's
Dean Rowe (bottom left) signalling the final three seconds of the year
for the Eastern Time Zone viewers. "Three" was the unlucky number
for the Racers before the night was over, however, as Evansville's hot
outside shooting helped ruin the Racers' New Year celebration with a
78-70 Evansville victory.
Staff photos by Daniel T. Parker

Oilers `wins dubious distinction; Bills advance to championship
ORCHARD PARK. NY.'AP The Houston Oilers arid Buffalo
Bills spent most of Sunday trying
to see who could make more
mistakes when they reached scoring position
The Oilers won that dubious
distinction, and the Bills took the
AFC playofi game 17-10. The Bills
are on their way to their first,
championship game in 22 years -

the AFC title contest next Sunday
in Cincinnati, a team they lost to
35-21 at Riverfront Stadium on
Nov. 27.
But yesterday's win wasn't
easy.
"It's the playoffs, you've got togo for the big ones," said quarterback Jim Kelly, whose team- twice
failed on fourth-and-inches - once
from the 3, the other time just

Remember the 10th
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short of the goal line. "You don't
want to settle for field goals."
But the Bills, who managed only
a Scott Norwood field goal and two
touchdowns - on a 1-yard, second
quarter run by Robb Riddiek and
an 11-yard third-quarter scamper
by Thurman Thomas - from-s
seven trips inside the 20, were a lot
better in the "red zone" than the
Oilers

While -the .offense was doing its
minimal best, the Bills' defense
woke up in the second half.
Pressure from Cornelius Bennett
and Bruce Smith and coverage by
safeties Leonard Smith ad Mark
K lso held Warren Moon without a
c Pletion on his first eight attempts after he had thrown for 145
yards in the first half. Leonard
Smith also blocked a punt to set up

Miirray Ledger & Times

fumbled a punt on it last chance
to get the ball
Coach Jerry Glanville thought
the turning point was a botched
lateral on Houston's first possession of the third quarter. with the
Oilers trailing 7-3 but threatening
from the 2-yard line. Moon muffed
an option pitch to Mike Rozier,
and the ball went out of bounds.

Ground game with Woods
Gene Bartow gains 500th lifts Cincinnati to triumph
College basketball

victory of college career

l'he 10th of each month Is a very important date to your newspaper earner. Your carrier must receive your payinent by the 10th of the month in
order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women. They
buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th they have to dig down
into their own pockets to make up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month. They
depend on you to write their pay checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier_
So.. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting caught without the
right change and you avoid the bother of monthly collection_

Riddick's touchdown, and Bruce
Smith blocked a Tony Zendejas'
field-goal try.
But Houston blew more opportunities, stalling when it got inside
the 20. Besides the blocked field
goa, Zendejas shanked one under
pressure and Moon misfired with
Drew Hill wide open in the end
zone. Then, in the second half.
Houston lost two interceptions and

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. AP I- Time and too many time-outs have caused Gene Bartow to forget the particulars. but the first yictory came in
1961. on the plains of Kansas. ,.
"I was at Central Missouri State. and we were playing Ottawa L'n,iversity in Ottawa, Kansas," Bartow said. "1 don't remembeilhe store.', But
I remember it wasn't easy."
Twenty-six years and 499 victories later, it still wasn't easy. But Friday night Alabama-Birmingham defeated Tennessee State 84-56 in the
tourconsolation game of the Chattanooga Coca-Cola Classic basketball
nament in Chattanooga, Tenn.
The win marked Bartow's 500th career victory as a head coach. The
final score was amazingly close to the final in his first game, that 83-57
--victory over Ottawa.
Bartow became one of only 25 college basketball coaches to have won
500 games, and is ninth among
active coaches. JAB went to 8-3 with the
_
victory.
Bartow almost didn't See NO. 500. He was hit with two technical fouls in
the first half, the second coming only 53 seconds before the half ended.

A

CINCINNATI (AP - Rookie
Ickey Woods rushed for 126 yards
and a touchdown Saturday as the
Cincinnati Bengals used their
bruising ground attack to overwhelm the Seattle Seahawks 21-13
and gain a berth in the AtC Championship game Sunday against the
Buffalo Bills.
The Bengals, winners of the
Central Division, will make their
second championship game appearance in franchise history next
week at Rivtrfront Stadium
against the Bills, 17-10 winners
over Houston in the weekend's
other AFC playoff game Sunday.
The Bengals are unbeaten in nine
games at home this season.
Seattle failed to slow the
Bengals' steady running attack,
which topped 200 yards for the

eighth time this season. Cincinnati
finished the regular season with
tile No. 1 offense in the league and
an NFL-high 169 yards a game,
and lived up to its reputation
Saturday by rolling pp a seasonhigh 254 yards on the ground in 47
attempts.
Backup fullback Stanley Wilson
ran for a pair of 3-yard
touchdowns and Woods added a
1-yard scoring run as the Bengals
scored on their three of their first
four possessions for a 21-0 lead
midway through the second
quarter.
Woods led the attack with 73
yards in 13 carries at the.half, and
James Brooks had 60 on six carries. Woods hit 100 yards on his
17th, carry late in the third
quarter.
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Montana, Rice break 3-year drought

11•1114,1114

-See me[oral]
your family
insurance Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
needs.Jan* Rows

SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) - Joe
Montana and Jerry Rice broke a
three-year playoff scoring drought
. by hooking up on three first-half
touchdown passes Sunday as the
San Francisco 49ers routed Minnesota 34-9 in the NFC playoffs,
avenging an upset loss to the Vikings last January.
Roger Craig scored the 49ers
final two touchdowns, including a
career-longest 80-yard run to seal
a victory that emphatically snapped a string of three straight
opening-round playoff defeats for
the 49ers.
The win was the 100th for coach
Bill Walsh in 10 seasons and earned the 49ers a berth in the conference championship game Sunday at Chicago. The Bears, who
beat the 49ers 10-9 during the
regular season, have been installed a two-point favorite.
Montana had not thrown for a
touchdown in the postseason sivce
San Francisco's 1985 Super Bowl

753-9627
201 S. 6th St.
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National Chounpnas
Annual winners of the Associated '0-0,1111
lege football ix,11 a top ranking

1963-Texas
11462-Southern Ca!
1961- Alabraria
1960- Muinesota

1967-Miami. Fla
1996-Penn St
1966-Ok1ahoma
1064-Brtgham Young
1963-Miami, Fla
1982-Penn St
1981-Clemson
1980-Georg:a
1979-Alabama
1978-Alabama
Ifni-Notre Darn,
1976-Pittsburgh
1975-Oklahoma
1974-Oklahoma
1073-Notre Dame
1972-Southern Cal
ten-Nebraska
1970-Nebraska
1969-Texas
1968-01uo St
1097-Southern Cal
1996-Notre Dame
1966- Alabama
1064-Alabama

1059-Syracuse
195R-Loutsiana St
1967-Auburn
1966-Oklahoma
11165s-Oklahoms
1954-Ohio St
1963- Maryland
1952-Michigan St
1951 -Tennessee
1950-Oklahoma
11149-Notre Dame
1948-Michigan

1947-Notre Dame
1946-Notre Dame
1945- Army
1944- Army
1943- Notre Marne
1942-Ohio St

I-- Minnesota
1940- %twitsot&
ma-Texas Afral
19311-Texas Christian
1937-Pittsburgh
1936- Minnesota
104

.
Top Twenty ,01
How the Associated Preas
lege football teaffis fared iii bowl at bun
1. Notre Dame 12-0.4.1, twat No 3 West
Virginia 34-21 mt the Fiesta Bowl
2. Miami, Fla. I 11.1-0 , beat No 6 Nebraska
23-3 in the Orange Bowl
3. West Virginia (11-1-0, lost to No I Notre
Dame 34-21 in the Fiesta Bowl
4. Florida State 11-1-0, beat Nu 7 Auburn
13-7 In the Sugar Bowl
5. Southern California i 10 2-0, lost to Ni, :1
Michigan 2-t4 in the Rose Bowl
6 Nebraska , 11 2-0, lost to No 2 Miarm
23-3 in the Orange Bowl
7. Auburn c10-2-01 teat
Flora-hi
13-7 In the Sugar Bowl
h. Arkansas i 10-2-0. lost to No 9 t'Cl..1 17 3
in the Cotton Bowl
9 UCLA i
beat No s Arkansas 17
In the Cotton Bowl
10. Oklahoma
lo No 13 Cleins,.
13-6 in the Citrus Bowl

Michigan
9-2 1 , beat No 5 Southern
11
California 22-14 in Ins. Ruse Bowl
12 Oklahoma State r10-2-0 , beat No. 15
Wyoming 62-14 in the Holiday Bowl Friday
13 Clemson ,10-2.0 beat No 30 Oklahoma
13.6 in the Citrus Bowl
16
lust 24-22 to No
14 Houston
Washington State Christnias Day in the
Aloha Bowl
11 2.0i

Wyoming

15

to . No.

lost

12

Bow

Stale 42.14 in the Holiday

Oklahoma
Friday

r•-4-U. lost to No
14 tAlUlS1ATlii Stall,
Syra.'ase 23-10 .n trie Hall of Fame Bowl
17 Syracuse .10 2.01 heat No...16 isailS1ana.
State 23.1,1 us the Hail ot Fame Bowl
14 Ihiishilleton State .9-3-01 heat 1‘,. 14
rnas I .41!..
'h.- A
Cr,
Houston 24
Bowl
19 Georgia ,S-3.0 , beat Mirnigar State
14.27 in Sunday s tIatof Bowl
.r.

Alabama -0-3 Ai, defeated Arm,

20

the Slim Boa! on Cnristmas Eve

College Bowl(same Glance
Saturday. Dec. 10
California Bowl
At F're.no. Calif.
Fresno .St 35 V.estern Michigan 30
Friday, Bee.23
Independence Bowl
Shreveport, La.
Southern Mississippi ar, Texas-IC
Saturday. IS-.?a
Sun Bowl
At El Pa... Te4as
Alabama 29 Army 20
Sunday. Dec. 26
Wise Gray All - Star lassi.
At Montgomery, Ala.
Blue 22 Gray 21
.Alohis Bowl
41 Honolulu
Washington St 24, Houston 22
edrwailay, Dec. 244
Liberty Bowl
At Memphis. Tenn.
Indiana 34. South Carolina 10
Thursday , Dec.29 CU interleaf' Bowl
At Birmingham, Ala.
Florida 14. Illinois 10
Freedom Bowl
Al Anaheim, Calif.
Brigham Young 20. Colorado 17
Friday. Be-.-, 30
Holidals Howl

At San Diego
Oklahoma st

lt9OInhiig 14

6::

'ia*urda.1ipr. it
Peach Bowl
At Atlantis
N.

11

rtt

state 2
, :ow

'undo). Jan. I
t.ator Howl
Jackaonyille. Fla
Aln nIgan State 27
Monday.Jan. 2
Hall of Fame Boat
At Tampa. Fla.

l•

,1,.

4

lel..

_

otton Bowl
At Ihdlas
-rkansas

Fiesta Bowl
8* Tempe, ariz.
otre !

'14, West Virginia 21

Rose Bowl
At Pasadena, Calif.
qigan 22

Aoutnern ('xi 14
Orange Bowl
U Miami

Ft.,

Nti.imi

el.raska

2:'

Sugar Bowl
At Sew Orleans
13 .Auhurn 7

Florida St
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1 Lou PRI '7
2 Lou Ballard 3
3 Viadisonviln,
4 Clay Co .1:
5 Marshall Cu I
6 Lou Valley
7 Central City
8 Coy Holmes
14 Lex

TY.aurel
4 Marren I
5 01.1v
nall I •
6 Mar,
7
re- 11. wol,
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Ashland 70. BCOA.11, Co 65
AssumPtiOn 45. Shelby' Co 43
Clark Co 57. Lea Lafayette 3;
Clay Co. 58, Whitley Co 43
Coy Holy Cross 53 Campbell Co to
Dike Combs 63, Cordia 56
Elizabethtown 52, LaRue Co 42
Elkhorn City 54, Jenkins 37
Fleming-Neon 60, Knott Co 'ent 26
Ft Thos Highlands 42. V.11,1 NI.efutina
Garrard Co PS. Mercer Cll '17
Grayson Co 63. Meade Cu 62
Green Co. 6$.-Taylor Co 31
Hancock Co 47. Cannelton ind 21+
Harrison Co 42, lex Tales Creek :111
Hazard 71, Letcher CO 42
Laurel Co 53, Lincoln Co 33
Lewis Co. 46. Deming 42 '
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I Iona! Football I,etgut,
sunday. Jan. ti
( onference Chantliiinedrips

Conference SetiOnfiale
Saturday. Dee. 31
Chicago 20, Philadelphia 12
CIficinnati 21

Buffalo at Clneumart

Lit U1114 clK',
sunday. Jan 12
41 Miami

Seattle 13

San Fran, Isco

Sunday. Jan. 1
Buffalo 17, Houston 10
San Francisco 34. Minnesota

23rd Super 13.0.1

14

College Ilit sk et bai I
The Top Twenty teams in the ASSOtiatel
college basketball poll with first

Press'

place votes In parentheses
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(Cont'd from page 6.4)
stick back of a Ogden miss, gave
MSU a six-point lead. Martin hit a
jumper from the baseline, and was
fouled. He hit the ree'e throw to
give the Racers a nine-point
advantage.
After a bucket by Eastern's Jeff
Mironcow, Martin gave MSU
10-point lead when he buried a
3-pointer from the right wing.
Mann hit two 3-pointers toward
the end of the half, as the Racers
took a 34-17 lead at halftime.
The MSU lead got as high as 24
in the second half as Newton emptied the bench.
Joining Martin and Ogden in
double figues, was Main with 11.
Linzie Foster pulled down 10 rebounds, aespite being hampered
by foul trquble. Popeye Jones
gave the Racers a lift with six
points and seven boards off the
bench.
Mark Fowler led Eastern with
22.
The win was sweet for MSU
after Saturday's less than inspiring performance.
"That was embarassing," Martin said. "At home and on national
television. I didn't like that nfuch.
and I don't think my teammates
did either."
-We just had to bounce back,"
Mann said. "We had to get our
minds on Eastern Illinois.
Newton was pleased with the
way his team "bounced back".
"Obviously we would have liked
to play well on national television
and got the "W". We didn't,"
Newton said. "We learned it's a 40
minutes game. We spotted a team
10 points and won the next 38,
minutes and five seconds. Tonight
our concentration and our intensity was there for 40 minutes.
"I was proud of the fellows. It
takes a resiliant bunch.
Sometimes it takes a little
adveristy to realize we have to
make some adjustments and a
renewed committment."
Newton said he made the
change in the starting line-up
because he felt like Brooks had
earned the right to start.

Lady ...

1J
.0

have been kidded," McKinnon
said. "So I tried my best. And I
was lucky I didn't have much real
estate to cover."
Chicago running back Thomas
Sanders did get caught from
behind. His 58-yard run in the second quarter set up Kevin Butler's
46-yard field goal, which gave the
Bears a 17-6 lead.
"The fog reached out and grabbed
me," Sanders joked of the
weather, which obscured the
game from all but the players and
officials.
Actually, Philadelphia
linebacker Roynell Young caught
Sanders and knocked him out of
bounds at the Eagles' 35
"I took a lot of kidding about
that," Sanders said, "even before
I got off the field."
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((l'ont'd from page 6A)
Smith and the Lady Racer
fastbreak helped MSU jump to a
21-11 lead in the game's first
minutes. Smith scored Murray's
last eight points before intermission, giving the Lady Racers a
36-29 lead.
Murray put the game away early in the second half, outscoring
San Diego 9-1 to take a 45-30 lead.
San Diego got no closer than 10
points the rest of the wya.
Sophomore forward Michelle
Wenning added 15 points and a
game-high 13 rebounds for Murray
State. Paula MasCari and
Rocheite Lightner led San 1lego.
3-5. with 12 points each

first time they had the ball rev is ing memories of the playof:
debacle a year ago and the nine
sack, 38-16 loss to the Los Angeles
Rams in the regular-season finale
But big plays on defense. includin
a disputed in-the-grasp sack
Wilson by Larry Roberts and Rix'me Lott's gambling interceptIc.,:.,
gave them consecutive po,se,
sions in Viking territory. Tne
capitalized for two quick scorrt.
Rice beat All-Pro corrieri.
Carl Lee for a 2-yard TD recC
in the right front corner of tht,
zone 1.1.•itti- 1:49 left in the
,yar.1
period. It capped a 4i
in six, plays
On the first play folloi.+Jr . •
kickoff. Wilson tried to durri;
ball off to Darrin Ne4,on
right side after failing to
receiver. Lott dove in frorfl‘
Nelson and made the first : 1
two interceptions to
Francisco the ball at tne
31.
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Entire Inventory
Includes Wareshousos and
Showrooms. It Will Pay
You To Drive Mlles To
This Sal&

It will pay you to drive to this sale!
FROM

LIVINGROOM SETSMANY STYLES TO
SELECT FROM

90 DAYS
SAME AS
CASH

$79
VARIETY
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40-60% OFF
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CHICAGO I AP - The way
Dennis McKinnon sees' it, the
Philadelphia Eagles didn't back
up their talk with action.
"I was very surprised, especially after they said all week how
they were going to shut me down,"
said the Bears wide receiver, who
had four catches for 108 yards and
a touchdown in Chicago's 20-12 victory over Philadelphia Saturday.
McKinnon said he was surprised
he was so open on his 64-yard
touchdown pass from Mike Tomczak in the first quarter. It put the
Bears ahead 7-0 and they never
trailed.
McKinnon grabbed the pass at
the Eagles' 40 and iaced untouched down the sidelines.
"If I didn't take it in I would

tempting to throw deep, and was
sacked six times, including five in
the first half
Montana completed 16 of 27
passes for 178 yards and.was sacked just once. Craig finished with
135 yards on 21 carries, his eighth
100-yard game this,season. Wilson
completed 23 of 47 for 20ft yards
and one touchdown. The Vikings
gained just 54 yards rushing.
San Francisco gained 378 yards.
including 201 on the ground,
against the league's No. 1 defense.
Tackle Keith Millard and end
Chris Doleman, the mainstays of
the Vikings' defensive front four,
were blocked effectively.
Minnesota scored on the game's
first possession on a 47-yard field
goal by Chuck Nelson, who was
5-for-5 in last year's playoff garne
in San Francisco. Wilson com•
pleted all five of his passes for 37
yards as the Vikings drove 51
yards before stalling.
The 49ers lost, nine yards the

MI • IN III MI IN •••• IN III
MI • II III II •• III IN

Racers...

(Jklaborna

1 '1;1. A 17

victory, and he has harassed into
four sacks and one of the worst
performances of his career
against the Vikings last January.
But aided by outstanding protection, he was on target Sunday, including completions on his first six
passes.
The 49ers spotted Minnesota a
3-0 lead before completely
dominating the game. Montana hit
Rice on scoring passes of 2, 5 and
11 yards as the 49ers build an
18-point halftime lead. Rice, who
had not scored a touchdown in his
previous three playoff games,
finished with five receptions for 61
yards.
Minnesota's Anthony Carter,
who caught 10 passes for a playoffrecord 227 yards a year ago. did ,
not catch a pass until the third
quarter and was not a factor.
Vikings- quarterback Wade.
Wilson also had a subpar game,
throwing two interceptions.. He
repeatedly was frustrated in at-

Bears fog Philadelphia 20-12

State In
Citrus Bowl
At Orlando. Fla
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Officials may move to protect scenic rivers
AI'
Ky
LOCISV
oUftialS
al
tedei
and
State
showing signs of. reviving two
largely dormant programs aimed-at,protecting Kentucky's wild
rivers from logging, mining And
other development.
"I think there is increasing attention.' to protecting rivers. said
Sherri Evaps, wild-river coordinator for the state Division of
Water since 1984.
In Kentucky. she said, last summer's drought "'made people more
aware of where their water conie
from."

Twenty years after Congress
passed the Wild and Scenic River
Act to protect natural, historic or
recreational stretches of water. no
Kentucky stream has made the
list.
And 1ti years after the state
Legislature created a system of
wild rivers for similar reasons, only nine streams have gained its
protection; only one has been added since 1974.
But now state officials have
formed an advisory committee to
evaluate Kentucky streams with
an eve toward adding to the wild-

river list, or perhaps urging the
creation of other, less hgorous
classifications. But the effort may
meet opposition from landowners
and legislators concerned about
land-use restrictions.
Starting with a list of 40 stream
segments identified by federal
park officials in 1982 — but free to
consider others — the 23-member
panel will meet this month to
create task forces on specific
topics, such as water quality.
threatened wildlife and recr,,ational boating and fishing.
The task forces' ratings will be

highlighted by the federal government that will receive special attention are Station Camp Creek
and parts of the Licking. Barren
and Gaspar rivers. But Ms. Evans
'said anyone can propose a river
segment to be studied and public
comment will be sought on the
task forces' evaluations before
they are made final.
In November, federal officials
announced plans to double the
9,200 miles of streams in their
Wild and Scenic River system. In
particular, the National Park Service and U.S. Forest Service
pledged to accelerate studies of
rivers in lands under their control.
At the Daniel Boone National
Forest in eastern Kentucky, officials have already proposed a
Steve Burleson, president of 19-mile stretch of the Red River,
Asheville Christian Cable Net- around the well-known gorge in
work, said he didn't carry the pro- Powell, Wolfe and Menifee coungram and hasn't decided whether ties, as a wild river.
Bart Bertolino, a forest landto televise it.
"I'm all for presenting the scape architect, said the proposal
gospel of Jesus Christ, but I'm should soon be submitted to Consimply not interested in another gress, which must approve all
wall-to-wall begging program," federal river designations.
The Park Service has pledged to
he said.
study all streams in its jurisdiction, but its 1982 study identified
three Kentucky rivers for possible
protection: the Green River at
Mammoth Cave National Park
and Martins Fork and Shillalah

used to judge whether a stream
deserves wild-river designation.
The project, partly supported by
money from the National Park
Service, is the first comprehensive effort to rate the state's
streams for. these qualities, Ms.
Evans said.
"We've never had a systematic
procedure," she said, noting that
officials historically have relied
on "haphazard" recommendations from the public for the
streams that should be
considered.
Among the 40 streams

Bakker blames Satan for PTL downfall
Bakker said his last television
PINEVILLE. N.0 AP — Jim
show at PTL featured the groundBakker returned to the TV pulpit
breaking for the Crystal Palace
with his wife for the first time in
Church, a proposed 30,000-seat
two years and blamed his downfall
church at PTL's Heritage USA.
and subsequent indictment on
The church was never built and a
.Satan, not on PTI.'s sex-andbankruptcy court last
federal
money scandal
month approved the sale of
"I believe the devil said, 'I have
Heritage USA to a Canadian
to smash Jim and Tammy Bakbusinessman.
ker." he told viewers Monday.
Bakker, however, holding a
The broadcast originated in the
living room .of the BakkerS' bor- -drawing of the glass church, said
he had not given up.
rowed home and was sent by
"I believe that someday we will
satellite to a half-dozen stations,
mostly cable. in California, Ohio, still build it," Bakker said.' "I
believe that was the last.straw for
New York. Pennsylvania and
Satan. I think the devil was mad
Louisiana, Bakker said.
that something so beautiful was
"Jim. I think this is probably the
being built." '
happiest day of my life," Mrs.
Bakker. 49, thanked a supporter
began.
Bakker said as the show
wilt) had donated the money to put
Sporting her trademark heavy eye
him back on television but made
makeup, she broke'into tears two
no direct appeal for.donations, in
minutes into the hourlong show.
marked contrast to the PTL show.
Bakker and a former top
Callers to a "prayer line"
associate were indicted last mohth
telephone:humber — not toll-free
on charges of diverting $4 million
_
— were asked to give their name
their,
benefit.
for
money
in PTL
and prayer request.
The Bakkers had not preached
Bakker frequently referred to
together •on.....television since
the family's recent experience.
January 1987. Two months later,
-You can'makeit," he said. "If
allegations surfaced of his 1980
Jim and Tammy can survive their
sexual encounter with church
holocaust of two years, I know God
secretary Jessica Hahn.
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will help you to survive. There's
times when I did not want to live.
There's times when I prayed to
die. But I know this: God was
always there."
It is unknown yet how many people watched the show.
One city Bakker named as
receiving Monday's broadcast did
not,

Police to charge boat owner
with homicide after tragedy

the craft Wednesday,
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil (AP) tors checked
tory safety and
"satisfac
finding
— Police said they would seek
nal conditions" and "a
navigatio
two
against
charges
homicide
s above what
cruise officials and two port number of lifejacket
."
necessary
was
capEve
Year's
New
guards in the
The navy statement also consizing of a sightseeing boat in
survivors' reports that the
firmed
drowned.
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Farm Bureau leaders fight
threatened raise in gas tax
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
American Farm Bureau believes
that raising the federal gasoline
tax would hurt rural residents
most.
Pressure is expected to build
this year for as much as a 20-centper-gallon increase in the federal
gasoline tax.
George Berg of the Farm
Bureau's Washington office said
one of the problems with the

gasoline tax is that it
discriminates against rural states,
including Kentucky, where
residents spend twice as much on
fuel as city folk.
Berg said that if a 10-cent-pergallon gasoline tax *ere imposed,
it would work out to $67.80 for each
Kentucky resident, whereas in the
District of Columbia, those
citizens would pay only $26.80.
The Farm Bureau opposes the
tax on the grounds that it would
put a disproportionate tax bite on
rural residents.
Berg said gasoline taxes are
supposed to go into the federal
highway trust fund to provide payas-you-go user financing for the
nation's highway program. He
said the tax threat is real.
Berg also notes that Presidentelect George Bush is opposed to
the increase

Creek in the Cumberland Gap National Historical Park.
Many of the segments being
studied by federal officials
already are protected as state wild
rivers But Ms. Evans and Bertolino said federal designation
would add protection, by preventing dams and authorizing federal
agencie4 to buy adjacent land.
The federal system allows
rivers to be designated as wild,
virtually barring permanent
human activity, or as scenic or
recreational, permitting limited
development while preserving
natural appearances.
The state program contains only
a wild category, which Ms. Evans
said is limited to "rugged, rural"
rivers.
The General Assembly set up
the criteria so strong that very few
rivers qualify," she said.
The advisory committee might
recommend that the state create
additional categories that would
offer less extensive protection
against development but allow
designation of more rivers, Ms.
Evans said.
Both moves come against a
backdrop of increasing attention
to protecting rivers that are considered special because of their
natural beauty, wildlife, historic
structures or recreational uses.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Remembrances of Lost Child
Soothe Pain of Parents' Grief
DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to "Bereaving, Too," who wondered
whether to acknowledge the birthday of her sister's son who had
committed suicide. I had to write
because I was in very much the
same position.
My best friend — I'll call her
Millie — had a beautiful teen-age
daughter I'll call Karen. Three
years ago, Karen died of a rare
blood disease. Every year since
Karen's death, a few of Millie's close
friends remember Karen's birthday
by sending a donation to Karen's
school. We then visit Millie with
flowers and a card saying, "We
remember Karen and miss her, and
are thinking of you and her today."
Millie's relatives have never
acknowledged Karen's birthday
since her death. I know they think
they are being kind, but they are
mistaken. "Remembering" Karen
would please her mother. •
Abby, please continue to tell
people that when a young person
dies, the grieving parents and
siblings are left to cope with the
loss. Failing to mention their loved
one is like saying that their child
never existed.
All one needs to say is, "I
remember. and I care."
BEEN THERE
DEAR BEEN THERE: Many
others who have "been there"
wrote to say essentially what
you have said. I thank you all
for writing. Perhaps thousands
will learn from it. I did.
•• •

DEAR ABBY: I just read "Bereaving's" letter asking whether she
should send her sister and her
husband a nice card or call them on
their dead son's birthday. (He
committed suicide.) I'm glad you
told her not to just ignore the day.
as so many people are inclined to do
because they are afraid of "stirring
up emotions."
I speak from experience, Abby.
We lost the eldest of our three sons
nearly two years ago when he fell
from the roof of a building. Keith
was only 21 years old. Sometimes I
wonder if everyone' he knew has
forgotten him because his name is

never mentioned. I suppose they
think they're being kind and don't
want to upset me by reminding me
that Keith is dead. Abby, believe
me, there is never a minute of the
day that I am not aware that my
son is dead. No °Pie needs to be
afraid of "reminding" me.
How I would love to talk about the
son I lost with someone who knew
him.
Please keep advising people to
send a card or call those who are
grieving on the birthday or death
date of their loved one. I am a "stillgi-ieving-but-getting-on- w ith -her-life
mother," and you may- sign my
name.
CAROLE EDWARDS,
ORMAND BEACH. FLA.
DEAR CA ROLE: My heart
goes out to you. Perhaps some
of Keith's friends will see this,
and now, knowing how
feel, they will visit you

you

and
reminisce about Keith. I hope
so.

DEAR ABBY: Thank you for
telling "Bereaving" to send a simple
note saying, "Thinking of you with
love." It was. a perfect answer. I
know.
I lost my beloved husband over a
year ago, and when his birthday
came around, not a soul mentioned
it to me. I spent the day alone
weeping because nobody wanted to
risk "stirring up my emotions." It
hurt me more wondering if everyone
who had known him had forgotten
that he had ever lived_ Or •perhaps
they didn't know how much he
meant to me. A grieving person
wants to talk about the one he or
she lost. So what if it does hring on
a flood of tears? The tears are there
anyway, waiting to he shed.
• ••

The facts ahout drugs, AIDS, and
how to prevent unwanted pregnancy
are all in Abby's new, expanded
booklet, "What Every Teen Should
Know." To order, send your namei and
address, plus cheek or money order for
$3.,54/ 1E4 in ('anada) to: Dear Abhy's
Teen Booklet,- P.O. Box 447, Mount,
Morris, Ill. 61054. Postage is included.
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Janna Hopkins, reading participant from Murray State University,
finished the semester with holiday activities with kindergarten students
form Southwest Elementary.
Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs•otthe
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County School
District and edited by the staff of the Ledger ,17 Times. Please direct
your questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).
•

Fourth .graders at Carter Center joined in the fun during Children's
Book Week Nov. 14-18 and wore hats to match some of their
fat.orite
books. Front: Brian Parker, Rim Alexander", back: Rebecca Miller
and
Susan Krieb.

Glen Kelso of Lynn Grove spoke to sixth grade students at Calloway
County Middle School about his experience as he joined up with the 1988
Trail of Tears wagon train. Pictured with Mr. Kelso is his grandson,
Jody Kelso, a student in Mary Jane- Key's sixth grade social studies'
class.

Man joins `Trail of Tears'
This year marks the 150th anniversary of the journey along the
"Trail of Tears" when 17,000
Cherokee Indians were forced to
leave their homes and travel
westward through the bitter
winter of 1838. As a living tribute
to the 17,000 who were evicted
form their land, a band of men and
women from across the.United
States joined together on
September 16 to retrace the trek
from Red Clay, Tenn. to Tahlequah, Okla., the Cherokee national
capital. Glen Kelso of Lynn Grove
was one of those people who joined
the trail which covers more than
1,000 miles.
Kelso recently visited Calloway
County Middle School to speak, to
sixth graders of his experience. He

•

joined the train on October 24 at
the Trail of Tears Park located
north of Cape Girardeau,
Missouri. From there he traveled
with the group for two days
through Jackson to Patton,
Missouri, a distance of 42 miles
before returning home.
The train was moving about 8
hours a day. Mr. Kelso related
how school children would meet'
the wagon train as it passed
through towns. One of the main
purposes of the ride was to
educate the youngsters about the
Trail of Tears saga. While the 1988
ride proved to be quite an undertaking, the participants in no way
faced, the hardships that' the
original Trail of Tears travelers
had to endure.
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Children at Carter and RobertsoWbQ participated in Children•, Houk
%Seek were giver Newberg Medal
bookmarks. Front; third
graders Mark Stockton. Autumn Alcort, back; Loa Anderson. Eric Fitch
and Micah Williams:

Robertson Center kindergarten children in Tammy Shearer and June
Pierce's room held a Thanksgiving feast on Tuesday, Nov. 22. The
children made pilgrim and Indian costumes, and,helped prepare and
serve-the food.
Jason Williams, a seventh grade
student at Calloway Middle
School, was recently nominated
by science teacher David Foley as
a candidate for a national science
award.
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Murray High Principal Bill %efis presents a vertitivati- tor
in i;:t•
from Lovett Brothers Gulf sen icy station. Nlictilcik's name v% ;is dr:11‘ n
perfect attenda nve.
at random from students ‘l h4o ha

4

Costumes and special events like preparing corn cakes and other tradi•
• tional Thanksgiving foods were shared by Robertson kindergarteners
and student teacher Janet Whelan. The story of the first Thanksgiving
was shared, games were played, and the children built a totem pole to
bring good luck for the northwestern Indians.
As part of a promotion of perfect attendance at Murray High, William
Beale won a MO savings bond from the Bank of Murray. Wilma Billington, bank representative, presented the bond to Beale.
Nancy BuchAnan. left. and Torn F. ing. right. Fisher-Price si huoi
Business Paknership representathes. are talking with Joan Row kyr,
director of the Alurray Elementary School Music program, prior to th
elementary students Christmas Music performative at Fisher-Phi-I'

VIV

t.

Jr%
son
Pilgrims and Indians filled the kindergarten classrooms at
Center as the study of the native American Indians and early settlers
culminated with a Thanksgiving holiday feast. Parent volunteer
DeLaine Stroud shared the feast refreshments with daughter Aubie and
friends in Mary Johnson and Gayle McGregor's classes.

Robertson second grader Tatiana Bartolucci recently donned a special
hat to go with the hook she was reading as part of Children's Rook Week.

Merit students from the second grade recently entertained Fisher Price
employees with Christnias carols as part of the School Rosati's. Part
nership Program between Nltirra Elementary School and FisherPrice. Nancy Buchanan. Fisher-Price. is pictured thanking the carolers
with candy canes.
•
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White House guest home renovated
another also made a remarkable
difference, Buatta reported.
Altogether, there are 100 rooms
Even the grandest of residences and 70,000 square feet — 19
needs refurbishing from time to bedrooms and enough baths,
time. Blair House, which has been drawing rooms, dining rooms, ofcalled the nation's guest house. fices, corridors and nooks and
has just been treated to, a $13 crannies foy the place'toqualify as
a small hotel.
million renovation.
Before renovation, Buatta said..
The complex of four historic
homes on Pennsylvania Avenue in getting from one part of the four.
house complex to another had its
Washington is within view of the
for
reopned
ups and downs.
was
White House. It
Although connected on the
use as the President's guest house
this summer after six years of ground floor. the houses were not
accessible to one another at the
reconstruction and redecorating.
upper levels. As a result, many a
New York decorator Mario
guest traveled a circuitous route
Buatta shouldered one half of the
decorating task of making this to get from public rooms on the
home away from home for visiting first floor to a bedroom on a floor
dignitaries spiffy rather than above.
The lodgings were closed for
merely presentable. Mark Hamp!on ws responsible for the other repairs in June 1982 after a
malfunctioning gas valve leaked
half
explosive natural gas during the
Only a few items of furniture
and accessories were purchased. visit of 6. head of state. Before
redecoration could begin, $8.6
Instead, the two decorators relied
million worth of structural and
on a few major gifts of furniture,
mechanical upgrading was done.
reupholstery and new window
This included new electr$cal,
treatments, wallpaper and paint.
heating, plumbing and air condiThey enlisted the talents of a
tioning systems, roof repairs and
number of master craftsmen who
installation of fire safety and
have refurbished threadbare sursecurity systems, as well as a new
faces, restoring them ,to former
secure wing with a master
glory.
bedroom suite upstairs for high
Besides these changes which inranking guests. a large garden
volve costs, the no-cos: ploy of
room downstairs for parties and
moving accessories such as pain'.ings and lamps from one room fa- meetings and a new garden.
M BARBARA Mill.H
AP Newsfeatures

Since Congress stipulated that
no government fuirls be used for
redecoration or refurbishing, a
. for
41-member National Council
the Restoration of Blair House was
formed to raise funds for the
renovation and for an endowment
for future maintenance.
The committee headed by Anne
Armstrong, former ambassador to
the Court of St. James and Selwa
Roosevelt, chief of protocol, must
have done a great deal right since
it exceeded its $4 million goal. By
June, almost $5 million had been
raised.
Buatta said the decorative
aspects of the rejuvenation have
been more a matter of updating
window treatments and rearranging furniture and rooms than a
wholesale ripping out of what was
there in favor of something new.
Formal 18th century and early
19th century English and
American in feeling it was, and
formal 18th and 19th century it
remains.
In this, the decorating job is
similar to what one might do in
one's own home. After all every
house, no matter how grand, gets
threadbare over time and needs
renovation.
Few homes, however, can have
played as important a role in
public life as this one. Blair House
has been at the center of
American political history since

1836 when Francis Preston Blair of
Kentucky bought the house which
was built in 1824 for Joseph Lovell,
the first surgeon general of the
Army.
Blair. a newspaper publisher.
was a member of President Andrew Jackson's intimate circle
and Blair's kitchen was the one
referred to when the term 'kitchen
cabinet" was coined to describe
Jackson's cronies.
It was in Blair House that Colonel Robert E. Lee was offered the
command of the Union Armies
just before the Civil War. Lee. of
course, declined the offer in favor
of the Confederacy.
In the 20th century, Blair House
continued to occupy ,center stage.
President Truman stayed there
twice, first for a week following
President Roosevelt's death and
then from 1948 to 1952 while the
White House was being renovated.
The U.S. government bought
Blair House in 1942 to use as a
residence for visitin& dignitaries.
The Lee house next door, which
Blair built for his daughter when
she married a cousin oi Robert E.
Lee, was purchased in 1941 for use
as offices.
The two houses were joined in
1948 and in the late 1980s, two redbrick homes around the corner on
Jackson Place were added to the
complex by constructing a short
link over the alley.

Furniture odor disguised with varnish
However. I have found that varnishing the inside of the piece with
twocoats will eliminate the odor.
Cover every square inch. Leave
nothing unvarnished. If working
with drawers, varnish the inside,
outside, bottom side, everything.
A. — Your letter was similar to
several others. Most mentioned
shellac as the product to use. Your
point is well taken. But the reader
tried several methods, including
the sealing of the wood, without

%(,
By 4.A1)1AP New.features
Q. — In a recent reply to a
rPitier you said that when y)d
annot !. move tile odor from a
very old piece of furniture it
sometimes can be disguised with
:mother sCent, such as cedar or
some other sweet-smelling
material wrapped in an old stocking. You also said you can buy
scented bags and similar products
to use for the 'same purpose.

success. In certain cases, the
disguise idea is the only one that
will produce results.
Q. — We have an old water
heater. It seems to be working efficiently but I suspect it is wasting
energy. A friend suggested wrapping it with fiberglass. Does this
help save energy?
A. — Yes. Wrapping the heater
with a fiberglass blanket or some
other type of insulation, some of
which can be purchased in a kit.

$1000" Rebate On
Dodge Dakotas

definitely will save on whatever
fuel is being used tobeat the equip-ment. The move will save you
money as well as energy.
Q. — Our town has a program of
packaging chemicals, and
anything else that might be a
pollutant and placing it at a collection site where it will be picked up
and disposed of properly. Wouldn't
it be better to educate the public
about using certain substitutes for
these pollutants? For example, I
have found white vinegar, diluted
with water is fine for cleaning
tubs, tiles and the like. Baking
soda also has lots of uses as a
cleaning agent.
A. — Both the education program and the town pickup of
pollutants are excellent for the
handling of hazardous household
products and their disposal.
Q. — One ,of the wide floor
boards has become warped in Our
recreation room. Is there apy way
it can be'straightened? My husband says he can replace the..
board if necessary but would like
to avoid it if possible.
A. — A wide board can
somelimes be straightened by
allo^ig water to soak into it. then
nailing it when it appears to be
OK. This doesn't always work but
you can try it. Then, if you get no
results, go ahead with the removal
and replacement.
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A TWO-WAY FIREPLACE is on of the features of this three-bedroom house,
which also has a sloped ceiling in the farm kitchen. Plan HA'501Y has 1,456
square feet. For more information write --- enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope -- to York & Schenke. 585 Stewart Ave., Garden CitN, NY 11530.

Single-family home sales
hit big slump in November
WASHINGTON (API — Sales of
new homes fell 8 percent in
November, the biggest decline in
18 months, the government
reported today.
The Commerce Department
said that new single-family homes
were sold at a seasonally adjusted
annual rate of 671,000 units last
month following a 4.4 percent rise
in October.
The November decline, the second in the past three months, was
the sharpest since an 11.6 percent
decrease in May 1987.
Analysts had been expecting a
decline, in part because they
doubted that the October pace
could be sustained in the face of
riging mortgage rates. 'However,
the size of the November declines
was more than double what many
economists had been forecasting.
Many analysts believe that
home sales will weaken further in
the new year under the impact of
rising mortgage rates.
Fixed-rate mortgages last week
stood at 10.68 percent, according
to a survey by the Federal Home

Loan Mortgage Corp. and many
economists are predicting they
could hit 11.5 percent by the start
of the peak home buying season
next spring.
The decline in sales was accompanied by a drop in prices. The
median price of a new home fell
4.2 percent to $110,200 in
November. The average price was
down as well, declining by 0.8 percent to $138,900.
The sales drop was led by a huge
27.3 percent plunge in sales in the
Northeast, which fell to an annual
rate of 72,000 units. Sales were off
7.5 percent in the South to a rate of
245,000 units and down 6.8 percent
in the West to a rate of 233,000
units.
The Midwest was the only
region of the country to enjoy a
rise in sales in November, a 5.2
percent increase to an annual rate,.
of 121,000 units. This region is currently benefiting from a rebounding economy as the area's
manufacturing industries enjoy
rising demand from a boom in
U.S. exports.

Growing Awareness.
Windows Save Energy
•

WORKING WITH
CONTRACTORS

In a recent survey of American homeowners nationwide,
42.5% said that windows "conserve energy," while 31.3%
claimed that windows "waste
energy." Remaining answers
were "other"(16.7%) or "don't
know"(9.5%).
"These results are a very
pleasant surprise," says Jerry
Wulf, manager of product
research and development for
Andersen Corporation, Bayport, Minn., sponsor of the
survey. "If we'd asked

"What are your criteria for
selecting a remodeling
contractor?"

Up To $2000" Rebate
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homeowners that survey question 10 or 15 years ago, I think
perhaps only five percent
would have seen windows as
energy savers.
"We've been preaching this
gospel for decades: A good
window, properly placed, is a
lot more energy efficient than
a plain wall. Windows can
bring in solar heat; walls
can't."
Founded in 1903, Andersen
is the nation's largest manufacturer of windows and-patio
doors.
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Home Buyers, Take Note:
Low-E or Not Low-E?
That is the key question.
Windows with low-emissivity
coatings will significantly
reduce beating and cooling
energy costs year-round.
If you are seriously interested in purchasing a home,
find out whether the windows

are "low-E." Chances are good,
if the units are double-pane
and less than five years old.
Andersen labels and dates its
low-E windows with an etched
"Nigh-Performance" mark in
the lower right corner of every
unit.
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Plans in motion for wheat association
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Sohie Kentucky wheat growers
plan to attend a meeting of the National Association of Wheat
Growers in Tennessee to•look into
ways this state might form a state
organization to help promote the
wheat industry.
That meeting will be at the
Opryland Hotel in Nashville from
Jan. 11-14, said Morris Bitzer, Extension grains specialist with the
University of Kontucky College of
Agriculture.
"Since the national meeting is

so near to Kentucky this year, it
would be advantageous for those
Kentucky wheat producers interested to attend this meeting,"
Bitzer said. "There will likely be a
follow-up meeting soon after the
convention to further discuss the
possiblility of a state organization
in Kentucky."
Bitzer said Jerry Rees, senior
vice president for NAWG,spoke in
early December at the annual high
yield wheat banquet in Owensboro

about the advantages of Kentucky
forming a state organization to affiliate with the national.
"Agricultural industries are
very supportive of NAWG," Bitzer
said, and I feel that forming a
Kentucky affiliate would be very
oeneficial for this state."

scholarships to attend the convention to five young Kentucky wheat
growers. They were Monty Parrish, of Henderson. Tony Bittel.
Jr., Owensboro; David Foster,
Burna; Gary Wayne Spinks, Bowling Green: and Howard Settles,
Versailles

One way those industries support NAWG is through incentive
programs for wheat growers.
Even without a state organization.
Bitzer said NAWG awarded $500

Registration form and more information on the meeting may be
obtained by contacting Bitzer at
the University of Kentucky or the
county agricultural agent.
•

Dairymen's meeting focuses on profit
Increasing profitability for the
dairymen will be the main emphasis of the annual Kentucky
Dairymen's('onference. to be held
Januar 24 - 25 at the Executive
Inn in Lou:sville
Presentations on farm management. feeding and nutrition.
reproductive management, quality incentive programs. and milk
pricing. will focus on their effects
on dairymen's profitability.' said

Bill Cr-it, Extension diary
specialist at the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
Ora.n. Little. Dean of the.College
of Agriculture, will give the
keynote address at noon on Jan.
25. He will discuss current and
future programs at the college.
Charles Moore. a professor at
North Carolinatate and a former
farm managernent specialist at
the University of Kentucky, will
talk about increasing profitability

on the farm by changing
management.
Dairymen are using feeds they
have never used before and Donna
Amaral, Extension dairy
specialist at the UK's College of
agriculture, will discuss how to
calculate the value of various
feedtuffs in a dairy ration.
Bob Jacobson, milk marketing
specialist at Ohio State University, will discuss how the milk price
can be improved and what is hap-

pening in milk,: pricing
Bill Payr,r, ,r,vner of Know Lick
Farm in Lin( oin County, and
George Purcell. owner of Gray
Hawk Dairy in .Jackson County,
will disc USS their lairv operations
them
I)
and how tne
profitable.
In addition to the conference,
there will be winter dairy schools
focusing nn -ieeding for dollars,
held in 15 io(ations across trir
state in Fol,r, iar:, arid Mart n

Notices on delinquent loans Will arrive soon
Farmers Who have received a
servik in option notice,''
from the Farmers Home Administration for having a delinquent Ie,n. mest respond within 45
days upon re‘ riving the notice,
maria ement
saio
econoniisi.
The -Viministration has notified
more thui. 1:200 Kentucky farmers
that they are delinquent in their
loan payn-Ants. said Don Shurley.
farm management specialist a-tthe University of Kentucky Col•
•
lege,of. AgriLulture.
-FmHA loans account for 29
n - real estate debt
pe rcer

owed by Kentucky farmers and 17 tions•requested by the borrower„ If
percent of all real estate debt ow- none are feasible the farm will be
denied further credit," he said.
ed," he said.
do, however, have the
"Farmers
farmers
by
those
owed
The debt
receiving notices, however, right to appeal the administrarepresents an estimated two to tion's loan decision."
Even if all loan servicing opfive percent of the Administration's total loan dollars and an - Lions ace denied, the farmer does
even smaller proportion of total not face foreclosure. Shurley said.
farm debt owed by .Kentucky Fm1-1A has been under federal
court order forbidding farm
farmers.'
The notice, which outlines ser- foreclosures since 1983.
A farm plan cashflow projection
vice -options, is to inform the
and
other forms are included in
is
delinloan
her
or
his
that
farmer
quent. Shurley said it' is not a the notice, and must be completed
and returned within 45 days, he
foreclosure notice.
"The FrnHA will corwider all op- said.

'The Earn Ciedit Act, signed
by President Pieavai. in January,
1988, gave FriiHA the authorization to v. rit• -off debt.' he said. "It
all sither loan srrvicihg iiptions
prove workabi- debt, riteotf
be considrrrr! ';
FmHA can tk rite
to the appraise(lainart
sales costs and other tran,
that would be rectiveLi if the property were liquidated or sold The
farm operation, however, must be
able to castifto,h '"f' "''lsud debt
payments
amount •

#.edieLd - IL112-Clithi2//In 1986 the Kentucky Veterinary
Medical Association prepared
special warnings against Equine
Monocytic Erlichiosis - Potomac
Horse Fever - that was at that
time infecting horses at several
race tracks and horse farms.
Now the Centers for Disease Control indicate that at least 46 persons
have become infected with a
similar malady which is apparently caused by Erlichia cams or
another closely related rickettsia,
and which seems to be traceable to
ticks as a vector.
The first known human to
develop the condition was reported
in April of 1986, the same year the
outbreak occurred among horses.
The 51-year-old man developed
fever, malaise, muscle pains and
headache after he was bitten by
ticks while planting trees in
Arkansas.
Symptoms developed to the point
wherehospitalization was required
.ive days after he was bitten, and
!
he'was discharged after spending
2:2 weeks in 'a hospital.
Since that initial case, another 45'
persons have been diagnosed as
human erlichiosis, all but two of
them reporting exposure to ticks.
No cases of human' erlichiosis
have been reported in Kentucky to
(late, though bordering states'
Arkansas, Missouri. Virginia and
Tennessee have reported cases.
4)ther states reporting cases include Alabama. Georgia, New
.Jersey, North Carolina. Oklahoma,
South Carolina and Texas.
The fti.iorit v of infected persor

Horse deaths up
from moldy corn
in four counties
A marked increase in horse
deaths from moldy corn
poisoning has occurred in the
last two weeks, a Murray State
University veterinanan said.
Reports of horses dying from
the disease have been made in
Christian, Calloway, Muhlenberg
and Marshall counties, said Dr.
Wade Kadel, director of MSU's
Breathitt Veterinary Center in
Hopkinsville. At least eight
horses have died from the
disease, which likely is related to
last summer's drought, Kadel
said.
Drought conditions led to the
growth of fusarium mold, which
produces a toxin causing the
"blind staggers," or moldy corn
poisoning.
Horse owners should be careful
when feeding grain to their
horses because a small amount
of the mold can be fatal, Kadel
said. He advised horse owners tc
avoid feeding contaminated
grain arid corn screenings to
animals and to keep grain dry.
If there is a doubt, grain
samples can be tested by vets of
the Breathitt Veterinary Center.
Symptoms of moldy corn
poisoning include dullness or
weakness, blindness, staggering,
convulsions and pressing the
head against a solid object.

and Large No. 1 2101b. 121.00,
360-3701b 90.00-102.75, 400-5001b,
85.00-94.00, individual 96.00,
500-6001b. 85.00-91.00, lot of 7 5171b.
92.25, 600-7001b. 75.00-81.00, lot of 3
6201b. 92.00, 716-7401b. 79.00-82.50,
Medium No. 2 300-500. 75.00-80.00,
600-7001b. 65.00-67.00, Large No.1

500-600lb. - 8.00-71.00, 7001b. 63.00
915-9501b. 60.00-63.50, Small No.1
400-5001b. 75.00-80.00, 500-600.
75.00-79.00.
HEIFERS: Medium No.1
300-400lb. 79.00-84.00, 400-5001b.
76.00-85.00, 500-6001b. 72.00-78.00,
600-8001b. 70.00-77.00, 8751b. 62.00,

Weather a question mark
for local farm forecasters
WASHINGTON !AP - The
weather continues tci be the biggest question mark for
Agriculture Department
economists trying to figure out
where U.S. farm production may
be headed in 1989.
Most analysts say the historical
record shows little chance that the
devastating drought of 1988 which shriveled crop production
by 30 percent - will repeat this
year. But the drought's effects are
still apparent in much of the land,
where subsoil moisture has yet to
recover.
_Dave Hull of the department's
Economic Research Service says
in the January-February issue of
Agricultural Outlook magazine

the acreage of corn and other feed
grains is expected to increase in
1989 because of a relaxation in the
government's land -idling
requirements.
The program changes, he said.
could add 8 million to 10 million
acres to this year's corn plantings.
In all, the corn area could be in the
range of 67 million to 69 million
acres, compared with an
estimated 56.7 million harvested
in 1988.
Last year's corn production was
4.67 billion bushels, down from 7.06
billion in 1987 and 8.25 billion in
1986. Yields averaged 82.3 bushels
an acre, down from more than 119
bushels per acre in each of the two
previous years.

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
Leases Trucks
for farming

Call Gene
753-2617

15Southern States
NEW YEAR'S SPECIALS
JANUARY 4,5, 6, AND 7
CftwFW,

Stock Prices increase at livestock auction
r, Cattle 662 Compared to last
w4ek Slaughter Steer untested,
Heifer Poorly tested-, Cows
1.00-3.00 Higher. Bulls 1.00-2.00
Higher, Caves untested Vealers
3.00-5.00 Higher, Feeder Steers
2.00-4.00 Higher on weights under
6001b.. _steady on weights oVer
6001b.. Heifers 1.10-2.00 Higher on
weights under 6001b., steady on
weights over 6001b with improved
quality in most feeders.
SLAUGH,TER HEIFERS .
Choice 3 900lb, 63.00.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Breaking
Utility and Commercial 2-4
43.00-47.25. cutter and Boning
Utility 1-3 42.75-44 00. Cutter 1-2
41.50-42.75.
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Yicld
grade 1 18701b indicating 80 Carcass boning percent 58.25. Yield
grade 1-2 1165-19551b indicating
77-79 percent 50.00-55.00.
VEALERS: Choice 265-300lb.
81.00-85.00.
FEEDERS:: STEERS Medium

reported exposure to ticks one to
three weeks before symptoms
developed. Onset seems to be most
frequent between March and October, when ticks are most active.
and indications are that the disease,
is presently centered in the southeastern and southeentral United
States.
Symptoms at;nost always inude fever and may include
adache, anorexia muscle pain
chills, nausea and vomiting, and Infrequently a rash. All symptoms
may not be present. Your physit ran
is your best source of help if v
thirik .vou have tilt' disease
However your reterinarutn can
assist In Controlling the ticks wharA
carry the disease, both by treatin,e
your free-roaming dugs and outs
that they will not 4 arry ticks home
Aand also by controlling
the'MSell.rez lit your Jiving art%1
etennarians are Trqrlellay in.
portant links 112 !i'•' :2a1T2
j.'. -,
•
NOP

Medium No. 2 300-5001b.
67.00-79.00, 665t7001b, 60.00-67.00.
Small No.1 5251b. 65 00'.
STOCK COWS and CALVES:
Medium No.1 550.00-620.00
Medium No. 2 4001b. with 200-250Ib.
Calves at side.
STOCK COWS • Medium and
Large No.1 455.00-615.00.
STOCK BULLS: Large No.1
1310-156014i. 55.%-67.! 00.
SHEEP: Slaughtrr Lambs
Choice 1151h 60.60

•.\
1);!intl*50# Big Red Nuggets *25# Lii Red
*50# Big RecrHigh Energy *20# L0 Red Tuna Dinner

EACH BAG S 125- OFF
AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL DEA ITR

QualityforEveryone

JIrtit 41-2 INAMORY
CLEARANCE SALE
Tuesday, Jan. 3rd - Saturday, Jan. 7th

SALE PRICES ON ALL WOOD STOVES IN STOCK!

Mr. Farmer,
Thank you for 1988. We appreciate your patronage and
friendship throughout the year.
We look forward to serving you
in 1989 with the most modern
available equipment in the
agriculture industry.
-We are your full form-ag service.-

opQlHUTSON AG
SERVICE
1 800 626 5464
Hazel, KY
498-8142

.
4

Fireplace inserts, wood & coal furnaces,
circulators & free standing stoves.
BEST PRICES
OF THE
SEASON!

204 W Railroad Ave
753 1933

•

DON'T
MISS THIS
SALE!

•

I' Ala. 14
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Your Individual
Horoscope
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Eastern Kentuckians looking for work

PIKE VILLE, Ky. ; AP — Pike generate those jobs within the
County Judge-Executive Paul Pat- coal-mining industry."
ton knows' there are plenty of
In the counties hardest hit by
qualified, capable people in low prices and-mechaniza.tion in
W1.,c i)id • it l,iwIlt )n),
Ti i find out what tlic stars say read the eastern Kentucky ,who want to
the coal industry, observers say.
tor
qlf burtli sign
work.
long lines for job applications are
The problem is there aren't any a near-daily reminder of the
}-' t W FAIN slt Al I NI ARY 4, 1914ti
jobs for them.
region's problems.
RI F.?s
"You can't find a job when there
item fin" the home
Needed. experts say, are
\I.-u
1.. >1)r 1 ,,
cpit SCORPIO
aren't jobs to be found," Patton economic development, improved
I!. a ri•ai it
poi% Cr
y liii III
2:1 to No 211
said.
education and transportation
ti i.l,4li
A tin Ptelq
bin night
You have a sharp eye for a bargain
A graphic illustration of systems, and a focused governto impleii ri\
II tit. twaring frioni
today and will he pleased with the joblessness in eastern Kentucky's
ment effort to help solve eastern
ti Willi, %AIi
IR.
tar '‘
results of a shopping expedition coal-mining region
14
occurred in Kentucky's chronic problems.
iiIiiiral pur,tiit,
Others are impressed now by your Pikeville last
month when 1.300
Dr. Grady Stumbo, a former
T Al KIN
MatIller and what you have to say.
people — mostly laid-off coal Human Resources Cabinet
,i1„%t,r5 211,
SAGITTARIUS
miners — showed up to apply for secretary and two-time guberha%
gi ti rit judgment today
t Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
de 25 mining jobs.
natorial candidate. said Gov.
and
ial
Though witty and clever today,
"We've got to come up with Wallace Wilkin§on should create a
.\ talk Vk Ith 3 higher tip
your thought..., are also practical and
bring, you result, Partners reai ti a
down to earth Be sure to speak up something else." Patton said.
panel of experts to study eastern
'hew
it
h
'I lit
now I in matters important to you. 'We're just not going to be able to
Kentucky's problems and present
no OA
Slit opplieg is a plus too
recommendations within two
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
years.
<
%1:1 21
(1itie 22 tii.lan 10)
In Stumbo's view, the panel
A long suinding priihiem
j',:tt,
Today :s important financial
should propose state programs.
ts
esstolly rt•.“ )1%'t•41 \oti
tliscussit ins are of a private nature
putting them into effect in the next
(Cont'd from page 5)
CH 111(11A with others
Try riot to get irked by a family.
10 to 15 years,. for long-term inespet ially partners I ine Irierill
inember's idiosyncrasies. Group
Thursday,Jan. 5
though. •••••••111,a bit arr..0,a111
vestment in water and sewage
activrties are highlighted
CANCER
facilities, roads and solid-waste
AQUARIUS
Episcopal
Church,
Main and
ifinie 21 to filly 22)
disposal. He also believes the
"41€
20 to Feb. 181
Broach Streets. For information
Y iiiII make :in imptirtant decisit in
Your interest in politics and world
panel should propose various incall 73-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.
Foncerning a hild Romantit• eventN is whetted today.
centives to attract industries to
Expect a
ties gri.iw strorigt•r Ill i
—
—
—
—
11 .41're quite.
busy, time of conversations with
the region.
etlicient on the job. but still you need
AA and Al-Anon wll have closed
others. Behind-the-scenes moves in
"There is no single plan for gettactful with bosses
meetings at Senior Citizens'
business are fortunate
ting
eastern Kentucky back in
LEO
PISCES
Center, Benton. For information
)4•40
shape," Stumbo said. "But there
Huly 2.i to Aug 22
;Fel). 19 to Mar. 20)
idiot call 759-4059, 762-3399, 753-7764 or
are hundreds of little ways it can
'11:inges. iday affts.t the home tor
You may he doing some .impotlant 753-7663.
office Partners. enjoy a special
be done. A 'blue:thip panel could
research today about a career matter.
————
rtrpport now 1' at'make travel plans A new interest
find
those ways. All it needs is a
stimulates you
Senior citizens' activities will be
iIi ha...4e You'll enjoy a hobby that
governor who'll say, 'I want it
mentally. Dealings with friends at a
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
stimulates you mentally.
done.'''
distance are favored.
VIRGO
IF BORN TODAY, you are Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
Unemployment figures for parts
(Aug.23 to Sept 22)
dependable and a hard worker. You'll 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
of eastern Kentucky have flucYou may be entertaining someone find your proper niche
————
in business
tuated somewhat, but the
from the office today. Talks of
and also may be drawn to
Murray Women of the Moose generally has worsened situation
in most
business. hature will succeed now. govvrnment set-vice. You
are always will meet at 8 p.m. with officers to
coal-producing counties during
Evening htturs art. fine. for piing init. ye-11111v to try new things in
order not -meet at 7 p.m.'
this decade.
and other leisure pursuits
to get into a rut. You have a flair for
————
LraRA
In October 1980, Clay County,for
the dramatic and can succeed in the
H. Eddie Roberts Post No. 6291 example. had
Sept 23 t()( 41.22)
an unemployment
arts. Brokerage, real estate and
of Veterans of Foreign Wars will
It's a good day to itiai(e 1111pOrtaill teaching are other possible
vocations
phi int. calls and to catch up in
for you. Birthdate of: Floyd Patterson. meet at 7 p.m. at Post Home on
'sJrrp,bill
THE FAR SIDE
All mental work is
boxer; Jane Wyman, actress; and Highway 94 East.
now favored You may huy a major
—
Everett Dirksen, politician.
—

rate of 9.8 percent. But by October down," Blackwell said, noting that
1988, the figure had risen to 11.9 Kentucky has lost 16,482 coalpercent.
mining jobs since 1980. "Most of
In McCreary County, the figure those jobs will never come back."
rose from 13.3 percent percent in
Carol Straus, a senior research
1980 to 15.1 percent last October.
associate
%
with the Center for
And in Pike County, the jobless
rate jumped from 6.7 percent to Business and Economic Research
at the University of Kentucky,
12.1 percent.
Ed Blackwell, an analyst for the said education is just as important
Cabinet for Human Resources of- to eastern Kentucky's future as
fice of research and statistics, said economic diversity.
the numbers did not include those
"You hear people talki4g about
who have used up their govern- education and economic development benefits and those
ment as a chicken-and-the-egg
"discouraged" workers who have
question," she said. "But excompletely given up the job
perience suggests you can tell
search.
which comes first, and it's
"Coal mining's on its way education.

Frances Drake

41E

Army Reserve will screen
all ready reserve members

A Connnunity..
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THE ACES'ON BRIDGE
it is not the years in your life but
the life in your years that counts."
— Adlai Stevenson.
After seven disappointing trips to
the well, the U.S. open team has won
By GARY LARSGN

7-

11.13:13M

114 fvutict
ofoGe TRW
15 ME evALL!

qoU

"I'm sorry ... try the wizard up the road.
I just used my last heart and brain."

'ELI? NE..11;E GOING ON A DET

F34- WE DO LeOLJ
MEAN YOU.
AND 11-115
BLANKET?

I DON'T THINK I'M GETTING
THROUGH 1-0 F41M

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

0211,JON
kiA5 50ME
, DAD NEW5
(FoR YOU

ACROSS
1 Harem room
4 Tellurium
symbol
6 Change
11 Having
slight
depressions 13 Tidier
15 Switch
position
16 Falls in
drops
18 Constructed
19 Deli bread
21 Pack away
22 Printer's
measure
23 Ironed
26 In music
high
29 Great Lake
31 Stumble
33 Babylonian
deity
34 Greek letter
35 Faucet
38 Health
resort

ILIZEULLIIIIL111
THiS
THE WORST
SLOP
EVER
SERVED.'
tr

HOW ABOUT THAT LUMPY
6RAY- GREEN SLOP WITH
BROWN SPECKS IN IT THAT
I SERVED
IN JUNE?

I STAND
7
7-A, Of'f
CORRECTED) iktLiCt"C

111P

r>,-1

:M

HERE

POR A
•
pioNA.-- ON

HOW MLICH
ARE YOU

-

ASKING =OR'
7
-

HOLY MACKEREL
'VE
WHAT'S YOUR
THOUSAND
COLL ARS ORGANIZATION
PER
HOUSEHOLD
A

wHAT'S
THE
MATTER
wiTH
"7

2

3

11

15
19

20
23

29

R.L.MILLILE311

34

I AM 80551 WHEN
5HE'5-60NE„htirr141 N6
TO TALK ABOUT.
SHOOT HER

THAT WALKER,'
eitOrMs'
TROuBLE. 1
*NT HER
PEAC2.

30

40

45

46
50

•

57

61

Answer to Previous Puzzle
'G -EllIT 0
P Ili I AIM!
GARNER
EARNED
OR
UNDERGO
TA
DO
DENT
NEAR
SEPT
ROAD
ALE
INERT
SIAM
SS
NOR-M
NYET
UP
DUAL
SEALS
TAM
ESAU
DIET
I TEA
TINT
LA
LO
CHEDDA SA
El
HERIIELATER
SEERS
REIIISM

,

the World Team Olympiad. Held ev
ery four years, this particular
championship has always eluded
our grasp. In three previous tries,
my own team was defeated in two
hard-fought finals and one quarterfinal. In 1988 my team finally found
In the finals, the U.S. team defeated Austria by 42 IMPs. To get to
the finals, we first had to overcome
a 19-IMP deficit after three quarters (16 deals to go) against.a fine
team from Denmark. Today's deal
was played in the fourth quarter.
Sitting North, I chose the optimistic jump to six diamonds over
West's three spades. The chances
were good that I would find partner
with a singleton spade and at least
one red king. giving the slam good
chances on a winning finesse. My
dreams came true when my partner, Bob Hamman,had little trouble
scoring the slam.
The slam brought elation for the
moment, but later I had second
thoughts. Our team scored well in
that last quarter to win by 15 IMPs,
making the 11-IMP gain on the slam
a bit of overkill. Had the trump finesse lost, my team would have
been eliminated and denied our
eighth chance to win the title. IA
swing of 21 IMPs rode on the trump
finesse.)
Other team members were fellow
Texans Seymon Deutsch of Laredo
and Jim Jacoby of Dallas Jeff
Meckstroth of Dublin, Ohio, and
Eric Rodwell of West Lafayette, Indiana, completed our playing sextet. Dan Morse of Houston was our
captain
NORTH
13-A
•A 7 3
•A Q J 9 6
•A J 9 3

•Q
WEST

EAST
K 10 8

•Q 9 6 5
•8 43
•K 5
4 A K 105

4

42

•10 2
•6 2
+9842
SOUTH
•J
•K 75
•Q 10 8 7 4

+J 7 6 3
2 Negate

8 Docile
9 Babylonian
-hero
5 Prepares for
10 Comedian
print
Buttons
6 "Issues and
12 Football
DOWN
—"
score abbr
7 French
1 Aroma
14 Note of scale
article
17 Station)
20 Slender
finial
24 Nerve
4
6
7
8
9
10
network
25 Short swim
12
13
14
27 Spare
28 Tense
16
17.
18
29 Send forth
30 Regulation
21
22
32 Recreation
area
24
26
27 28 36 Swiss river
37 Gift
ita
42 Pintail duck
31
33
44 Employ
il
46 Rugged
35
36 11/1
38
39
mountain
crest
41
42
43
44
48 Tapestry
49 Checks
47
48
49
51 River in Asia
54 Majors and
51
52
53
54
Remick
55 "A Farewell
58
to -59
so
•
56 Roosevelt
inits
64
63
62U
57 Dress border
59 Latin
66
67
conjunction
62 Providence's
C 1989 United Feature Synchcata
lt
414 Hisliwn
symbol
3 Article
4 Brief

ki

DU

ill

•
•

39 Gold symbol
40 Negative
prefix
41 Be all —
(listen
eagerly)
43 Stunted
person
45 Beverage
47 Comments
50 Sun god
52 Withered
53 Guido's
high note
56 1954 James
Whitmore
film
58 Uncanny
60 Teutonic
deity
61 — to sender
63 National
hyfnn
65 Earn
66 Struthers ID
67 Curved letter

BOBBY WOLFF

Success.

MULTIPLICATION TE5T? SURE
WE'RE REACY!ALL IN A PAY'5
WORK! NOT TO WORRY ! WE
CAN 120 IT! LAY IT ON 05

?tri

personnel records of IRR members
will be verified and updated, and
current military skills assessed. In
addition, IRR members will learn
about current reserve policies.
This process is an essential part
of the Army Reserve's overall effort to improve the readiness and
training of its forces. For attending
the screening, IRR members are
entitled to a full day's pay.
For more information, contact
your local recruiter or call
1-800-654-3745.

For the third consecutive year,
the Army Reserve is conducting a
screening of its Individual Ready
Reserve (IRR) members. The IRR
is this nation's largest body of
recently trained citizen soldiers
who Could be called upon during a
national emergency.
To comply with the screening
this year, more than half the IRR
population are being asked to
report for one day during their
birth month to local Army
recruiting stations. At that time,

•

Vulnerable Neither
Dealer West
The bidding
West
1 NT°
3•

North
Dbl
6•

East
South
2+
3•
All pass

••,•12-14 HCP
Opening lead Club king
BID WITH THE

ACES
1-3-8

South holds
•J
•K 75
•Q 10 8 7 4
,J 7 6 3
North
1•
2•

South
1 NT
9

ANSWER: Pass. Might be the last
chance to get a plus score.

Send bridge questions to The Aees F'0 Hot
13363. [Mills. Texas 75225, with self-addressed.
IlSasnPillavoina for reply
Capriglot MA United Foshan Syndira le
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Murray Ledger & Times
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2

Notice

2

Notice

6

Help

Wanted

11

instruction

24

Miscellaneous

32

Apts for

Rent

49. Used Cars

53

Services Uttered

53

Servers I".

FOR ;aTe

eNt_t sales at Sears
7 s
1987 REGAL Somerset
now Call Sears 753 2310 sne`cis Lot,
luny
Limited,
loaded,
central heat and air, AM,.FM cassette, vel for free estimate for complete e •
our needs
dishwasher, disposal,
every way 1 '•
our interior, sharp
UTTERING by Sears
refrigerator, stove, 753 0509 or 759 1543
dryer 3
gut
s
continuou
Westwood
,
Sears
microwave
In
with
Train for Careers
LAC
CADIL
1983
ters insfatled for YOVit tor Intritp,.I..
subdivision, $335, lease
• AIRLINES
ElDorado loaded, low specifications C •
and deposit required
L.NES
•CRUISE
value
$7,000
•
mileage
moved to a new
Sears 753 2310 for
759 1503
•TRAVEL AGENCIES
Reduced 55 800
°cation at
estimate
759
9698
Rent
31 Houses for
-+OME STuDY/RES TRAINING
MAMTLTON Ccirtured mat
800 South 4th St
red, 50,00U
1983 Z 28
•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
1 BEDROOM house 201 miles loaded 56,500 marble aria tile 643 Oic rave
at the corner of
Cali for
Benton Rd 753 9400
South 13th St , gas heat
•JOS PLACEMENT ASSIST.
Glendale
Call 492 8873 or 7s.3 0327.
A/C, no pets, 5300 a
'NSUOATION blown r 492 8006
1985- WHITE Turbo
1-800-327-7728
•Ltlits More MOM
e . A ap
REDING and Carters
cy Sears
month 753-4862
Turismo 53,000 75,9 proved Save 7,r5 Itase complete mobile home
*Need more clothes
4 BEDROOM with gas.
1039
repairs service Ca/
her eeat,ne a^c
heat, TVA insulated
on consignment
492-8806 tor estimate
per Month plus 1985 Z 28 blue, extra , ree t , s Caii
$400
•clean. low- miles. 437 7 5 3 2 3 '
sizes - men s
198/3 MEDICARE:
•• •
ROCKY COLSON Home
deposit. 753.0332
4703.
ancl
estimate
INFORMATION
Repair Roofing, siding,
SOUTH 7th Street
Also shoec
plus 1986- -,C.4-IEVY Celebrity LICENSED efecfriCian, painting, plumbing, con
month
a
5275
door residential and corn
accessories
Medicare is again
crete Free estimates
References Eurosport CL 4
o.eposit
cruse, auto merc.al Air condition
changing the Part-A
Call 474 2307 or 753 6973
Also open to the public
required. Appliances 1 6 V 6,
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
defrost. PL, black with .ng Sales and service SEWING machine T
and
deductible
753 5711
furnished
Alterations
1
1974 12x68 TRAILER.
silver velour interior, Gas installation and, air
:
Ale Makes
copayment amounts.
-SECRETARY
Department
bedroom, 2 baths, all 36. For Rent or Lease
new Michelin E xP repair for natural 'and MOOeiS nOrne .3qC
SEC.
E
be
required
will
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electric,
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to pay even more of
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20 years experience
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or
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rent
'RAINING
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Electr
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home: newly re
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surance will have to
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carport
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SCHOOL
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Stmbrah bulls Per
cluded. 759 4966.
•Olv ol ACT
pay the first $540.00
bird by owner loaded, rewtn_.
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'i.e NNW*, R.T.Pen. Bo, FL
cf it:stint(
,
1985 14x66 TRAILER formance & semen 108,000 mile warranty. 759 4751
Phone 753-1420
Medicare
before
with turn and app. tested Excellent qua{
759-1153
22,000 actual miles Ca:,
()Iic 1):Igc
• '
" '
pays anything. For
511,000 without. ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, after 7p.m., 759-9963
511,750,
N
INSTRUCTIO
n-call!
free
informatio
Copic.s
seek
20
Ky 522-7630
LADIES in Orient
Sp. B5, Mob Hm.
GOVER.14MENT
gat
"Y+ LEARN TO DRIVE
correspondence w/
753-6726.
Jerry McConnell
SEIZED Vehicles from
38 Pets-Supplies
TRACTOR-TRAILER
single gentlemen. The
BED
2
I4x70,
1988
Mercedes
Fords
1•100
Insurance
•No Nperveve
Friendship Office, Box
ROOM, 2 bath, all I WALKER Coon Dog Corvettes. Chev ys
t
.
needed'
753-4199
5248 Stn. A, Calgary
electric, CA & CH, wall puppy. 8 months old ,Surpius.. •Buyers Gu/ch•DOT Cardecatton
Year"
26th
-Our
Alberta, Canada
•Full or per.um*
to wall carpet, blinds Also 1 Boxer PutePy
, 1; 805 687 6000 E v
4e93
treerng
T2H1X6.
and curtains, GE Call after 4p m
o8155
•Placement Dept
PLUMBING
•Finaroc• A$0
stove/ refrigerator, 759-9925.
wen same or,.
•v•MICY
5. Lost and Found
D/W, underpinned and AFTER Chrvstmas 50 Used Trucks
CO 7594250
ALLUISCE
deck.
9x12
,
Spaniel
Cocker
winterized
Sale!
White
d
runs
1959 LME1,7Y
i200 REWARD!
P
U. E
TRACTOR-TRAILER
By appointment. 753- pup: male, black and lookseood 436 245'
TRAINING consRS
male Pointer Bird Dog
( ,
f110.'ft r
-Panting
, 10:qat C
after
TN
Tom,
LEBANON,
a
for
needs
ask
one,
2922,
Last
white.
head
colored
with liver
r no- •
3rigraen up
----t et:rcri
Call TON Free
6 .m. 753-7124.
good home Cali 753 3872 777-CHEVROLET 7
and side spots missing
"ow
4-1203
CLAYTON
14x52,
1-800-33
8p.m.
10a.m.
1B8
from New Concord,
ton, I owner, local
gas heat, central air, _AKC Registered Golden truck. 1964 Chevy car '
Kentucky area Christ
r
r
(Located inside
sell
Will
ng.
753
underpinni
puppies.
Thetriever
blue
Light
mas day..
.perienc•
owner 1950 1 1 '2 tor
Want to Buy
4 openings 14
job?
a
658.
NEED
4
$9,37595.
pay-off
for
Uncle Jeffs)
old,
years
collar, 2
dump bed Chevrolet
You may qualify CIVIL war artifacts, Call 753 1773 days or
DACHSHUNDS . re
family pet, (not now
truck. 1985 Lincoln
-763-2600
if. (1)you do not have guns, swords, etc. Ask 753-3310 nights.
or
Puppies
questions
No
trained).
gistered
Mark VII,- 1 owner Cali
';ew and used fur- asked. Call 502 436-5566 GED or your high for Larry. 753 3633.
sale. 753-8147
527 1158 after 6p m .
diploma, (2) you
school
5300
476
901
collect
d
or
FRAME mounte
lure Quality fur527 7224 or 527 3 71 3
have been out of school trailer hitch for pick-up
43.Real Estate
work days.
days.
Mobile Home
. ure at competitive LOST:
9 months or more, (3)
White, long
class 3 759-4905.
FOR Sale Good rental 1983 FORD Ranger XL
ages 16 truck,
between
are
you
§tryice
&
'I ices
Parts
shaved
cat,
haired male
eutcner ;:ecev..
cars and truc-ks.
property, four apart
759-4178.
21 We are a EOE. 'JUNK_
right hind leg (recent &
Ask for Larry 753 3633
Custom 13...lit Decks
ments, 1 block from 1984 F600 FORD aerial From basic
This project is funded
pet.
child's
surgery),
•
•:•
Sc,
call
any
$42,000,
campus
Ky.
rub
bucket truck new
by the Western
WANT to buy Raw
BURGESS
•
435-4252.
your
$84.95 and Up
to
753-1203.
Private Industry Furs. Stanley Owen
ber on the rear, fair on srape
enc
Septic 1KOPPERUD Realty the front, works 40
JTPA. Call McClellan, Pulaski, L.
WATER WELL. & 6. Help Wanted
Council
C =
tops
offers a complete range polee excellent con'
J.T.P.A. Out Of School 618-342'6316.
Pumped
,. 5 414'2
ARTIST model. De- 753-9378 between 8:30
of Real Estate services tion. 3452561.
r-Loc Vinyl Skirting
buy scrap
WE
of
partment of Art. Part
selection
a
wide
Water Well Dno
with
week.
a
days
12:005
1985 C1ERA Classic
aluminum, copper,
Kool Sealed
Key Minitime. Salary $5 per PARAMEDICS WAN
quality homes, all GMC 1••2 ton pick up.
•711D Sa'es arc • hour. Experience in TED! Work 24 hours on brass and aluminum
"Factory Experience
prices. 753,1222, toll free
Warehouses red - and -silver, all
Alan Burgess
artistic sensitivity and 48 hours off. KY cans_ Call Baleen Re
Building 8. Servicing
1-800 251 HOME 'Ext
power. AM FM case
Hwy. 121 -South-(502) 247-6658
Mobile Homes."
preferred. Work will be Licensed Paramedic. cycling at 753-0338
711L for courteous.
efte-, sliding window,
assigned according to Excellent benefits and
Mayfield. Ky.
competent Revel Estate
• Phone (502)492-8488 •
15 Articles tor Sale
tilt, cruise, and many
need for models for fall competitive wages.
make buy
We
service.
753-5562 if no answer
Water For America
extras with tool box and
and spring semester. Submit application. 200 AMP service pole,
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ing & selling Real
•
753-6078, 753-0996
condl
Extellent
Mobile John
rails
Since 1954
4"1
Contact Department of resume to: Personnel, 5225, 753-8154.
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,
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he
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5940 day or night.
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iversity, Murray, KY Hospital, 503 Geo copiers and fax
S326"
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4 20 7 1, 502 76 2.3 78
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box,
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sand
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GENERA
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'hone and place
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The

Nearly New

Shop

vs.

TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape $350 per 50 ft
reel, tape included
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs Free
pick up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759-9246.
VISIT Lynda's Pretty
Punch Embroidery
Shop for your supplies
and sweatshirts 2 Miles
for Hazel on State Line
Road 893 West 492 8580

IMMEDIATE opening
for part-time Respire
tory Therapist or
20 plus
technician
hours per week, includ
ing at least two
weekends per month.
Knowledge of ventilator
care and intubation
Ap
skills required
plications may be
hospital
the
at
picked up
switchboard, or send a
resume to Parkway
Regional Hospital, at
tention: Director of
Respiratory Therapy,
2000 Holiday Lane,
Fulton, KY 42041 EOE.
1(ITCHEN help needed
immediately: female,
full oe part-time, must
be 21. Apply at The Big
Apple Cafe in Puryear.
Tn or call 901-247 5798

SEASONED firewood
436 2744.
SEASONED firewood,
$20 a rick. U haui
492 8254 after 5 30p.m.
SEASONED oak
753 5476,
firewood
Charles Barnett
THE Gold Nugget
Gold- Diamonds Black
Hills Gold. Discount
jewerlry every day We
buy old gold if we don't
have what you want, we
will get it *Free ring
cleaning We sell for
Guaranteed.
less
Special orders available. Southside Court
Square, /Vtayfield, Ky
247 6762
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new 2 bedroom

duplex apartment

O r

313

Resumes

• $20w)
The Mail
House
31-1 main sr.--

Murray
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Mart
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PUMP CO.

Lane's

SANTA'S
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The First Disposable
Contact Lens,
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FULL TIME

James W. Courtney.

t

Wholesale
Electric
Supply
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WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

Home for Sale
bedruur

basement sty i6

a(
Must see to ap;_.

$ 1 8,000

"Dan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Ix. of
Paris, Tti

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
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759-4941
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Alpha Lee Branscomb
The funeral for Mrs. Alpha Lee
Branscomb was Monday at 2 p.m
it. the chapel of J H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Tom
and the Rev. Bill Hart oftniated Music was by Betty
I bole pianist and Nancy and Bill
liart, singers
Pallbearers were Danny
twins, Billy Joe Kingins. Robert
HAL\Mel Day. Franklin Rogers
d:0.1 Robert Poole.
;raveside se.ices are today at
p in at D4).vood Church
metery Griffithville, Ark., with
e Rev Cary officiating.
Mrs Branscomb. 83. New ("ond. die Saturday at 3:45 a:m at
Iloway County
r
,spita; Sh was married Dec.
_ .t923 to Bert Howard
• artsvonib who preceded her in
ath.
3,)cn April 30, 1905. in Grif• -.W., Ark , she was the

Fred G. Furches

daughter of the late James Phillip
Matthews and Gillie Cleavenger
Matthews.
Survivors are one son, Calvin
Branscomb and wife. Mary, New
Concord; four grandchildren,
Mrs. Linda Susan Agee and Mrs.
Carol Ann Sawyer, Cincinnati,
Ohio, and Mrs. Jean Everman and
Mrs. Janet Marie Smith, Indianapolis, Ind.; six great.
grandchildren, Tony Agee, Andy
Agee, Christina Sawyer, Matthew
Sawyer, Janice Kay Everman and
Amy Jean Everman.
Also surviving are one brother.
Levi Matthews, and two half
brothers. Elmer Matthews and
Bennie Matthews, all of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.; three half
sisters, Mrs. Fannie Rogers, Fort
LAuderdale, and Mrs. Bernice
Clark and Mrs Dorothy Mullet,
Des Arc. Ark.

Fred G. Furches of 200
Woodlawn, Murray, died today at
9:55 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Lyman 1Betty)- Dixon, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Ruth Spann, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray, Mrs
Myrtle,Jordan, Rt., 1, Murray, and
Mrs. LaVira Mitchell Boyarski,
Paducah; three nephews, Charlie
Arnett. Rt. 1. Murray. and Robert
Bazzell and Junior Bazzell, Murray; several great-nieces and
nephews.

•

-.

Porn .Vig 25, 1909, in Calloway
.iut.tv•she was the daughter of the
Dame' Duncan and Betty Jor:'n..incan. She also was preced•
by two sisters, Mrs.
"•3‘azzel1 and Mrs Ivy M.

Graveside services will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Antioch
Church of Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at Lindsey
Funeral Home, Paducah, after 5
p.m. today iTuesday.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Antioch Church of
Christ Cemetery Fund.

*irvi...,,rs are one sister, Mrs.
El Mitchell, Paducah;
rueces. Mrs. Roy 1Jennie
ri,.h. Murray. Mrs. Mary
I. Murray. Mrs.

Harold Clifford iDoci Huie
• vi( es for Harold Clifford

also was preceded in death by two
brothers. Van Huie and Robert W.
Huie.

uc !.Huie were Monday at 2 p.m.

the rhapel of McEvoy Funeral.
,me. Paris. Tenn. Fr. Bryan
nib% of Holy Cross Catholic
Mr. Huie is survived by his wife,
• l.iurch. Paris. officiated.
Mrs. Daisy Gorman Huie, to
--fturia t- -WRy in.- --Ma-p-fielrood 'whom he was married on Jan. 21,
('-metery.
'1948; one daughter, Mrs. Linda
Mr. Buie, 70, Paris, died Friday
Sager, Paris; three sons, Don
night at Jackson-Madison County
Huie, Longview, Texas, Tom
i`-eneral Hospital, Jackson, Tenn.
Huie, Dallas, Texas, and Staff Sgt.
He had been employed for 33 Mike Huie. 29 Palms, Calif.; two
,.-•.ars with Holler Automotive Colt sisters, Mrs. Jeanette Rohem,
rr.,11!c•tries, Paris. He was an Army
Ann Arbor, Mich., and Mrs. Mary
• an of World War II.
Anna Robertson, Chelsea, Mich.;
)1-4 9, 1918. at Murray. he two brothers; Billy Joe Huie and
,on of the late Lilburh
James Frank Huie. Murray; five
Alberta Wilsori Hine. He grandchildren.

Business facts
U.S. book sales
In percent of $12.8 billion sales
estimtited for 1988
•University press. encyclopedias, book club and
mail order

\
illy 18
Technical
scientific and
professic,a'

Adult & juvenile
books mass market
paperbacks

Holiday hiring did not stop
increase in unemployment

so,
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burial arrangements.

Mrs. Johnnie Jourden, 79, Rt. 7, na, Fla.; three grandchildren,
Murray, died Saturday at 8:30 Robert Jourden and wife, Louise,
a.m. at her home. Her husband, Stacy Jourden and Tommy PritRay Jourden, died Oct. 5, 1973.
chett; three great-grandchildren.
She was a member of Williams Allen Jourden, Adam Jourden and
Tina Harper.
Chapel Church of Christ.
Born Aug. 16, 1909, in Marshall
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in
County. she was the daughter of the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
the late William Farley and Lula of Murray. Ed Davis and Harold
Irvan are officiating. The song
East Farley.
Survivors are two daughters, service is by singers from
Mrs. Marjorie Hall, Louisville, Williams Chapel Church of Christ.
and Mrs. Janice Pritchett, MurPallbearers are Billy Murdock,
ray; one son, Gene Jourden, Mur- Max Smotherman, Thomas Edray; two • sisters, Mrs. Jessie ward Farley. Allen Jourden,
Carney, Hopkinsville, and Mrs. Henry Armstrong and Ray MurLucy Grace, Jacksonville, Fla.; dock. Burial will follow in Spring
one brother, Buton Farley, Vien- Creek Cemetery.

Mrs. Lera Lockhart
Mrs. Leri Lockhart, 81, of 601
Pine St., Murray, died Monday at
7:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Her husband, Euel Lockhart,
died Oct. 13, 1987. One daughter,
Frances Nell Lockhart, one sister,
Mrs. Ola Mae Wicker, and two
brothers, William Vernon Futrell
and Loyd Futrell, also preceded
her in death.
Born Nov. 30, 1907, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Frank Futrell and Myrtle
Hodges Futrell.
Mrs. Lockhart is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Jimmy

(Jane I McCuiston, Rt.-4, Murray.
and Mrs. Max 1Jean Bomar,
Greenfield, *Tenn.; four sons,
Ronald (Sonny) Lockhart and
wife, Betty, Rt. 7, Murray,,Euel F.
Lockhart, Rt. 5, Murray, and Bobby Lockhart and Darrel Lockhart
and wife, Georgia, Murray: 23
grandchildren; 25 greatgrandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. Burial
will follow in Bethel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Mrs. Vida Garrett
Final rites for Mrs. Vida Garrett
were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. John Dale officiated. Jerry Bolls directed the
song service.
Pallbearers were Randall Pat.

terson, Harry Patterson, Randy
Patterson, Joe Parker McCuiston,
Gradie Stubblefield and Thomas
Hendon. Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
MD. Garrett, 90, died Friday at
We - View Nursing Home.

Man files against Pan Am,
seeking $50 million award

The administration of Ken.
tucky's tangible personal property
tax is prepared for the 21st century with the inception of a
statewide computer system for the
assessment of tangible personal
property. House Bill 720, enacted
by the 1988 Session of the General
Assembly, required the Revenue
Cabinet to develop and administer
and centralized ad valorem
assessment system for all tangible
personal property. In addition,
House Bill 720 mandated several
other changes relating to the administration of the tangible property tax.
Beginning in 1989, taxpyers will
have until April 15, formerly
March 1, to file the Tangible Personal Property Tax Return,
Revenue Form 62A500, with either
the property *valuation admirrsitrator (PVA1 in the county of
taxable situs or the Department of
Property Taxation in Frankfort.
Appeals of personal property
assessments will be administered
in Frankfort by the Revenue
Cabinet. The authority for assessing omitted tangible property will
be transferred from the county
PVAs to the Department of Property Taxation's Division of State
Valuation. These provisions are
designed to improve compliance
in the tangible property area and
allow PVAs more time to concentrate on real property
assessments.
The enactment of House Bill 720

established a mandate for the
Department of Property Taxation
to completely overhaul its traditional approach to administering
the tangible property tax program Perhaps the major change
In the program is the new method
for valuing depreciable assets,
especially tangible property used
in business and manufacturing
machinery. Beginning in 1989, the
cabinet is ilgtituting a valuation
procedure based upon depreciation rates established for assets
with various economic lives. All
depreciable assets will be
classified in one of six economic
life ranges. In each economic life
class, conversion factors have
been developed that convert
original cost to taxable value.
These conversion factors were
developed by the Department of
Property Taxation. The factors
consider the appreciation, or
replacement cost, or property and
the related depreciation as well as
sales of.comparable property. In
classical appraisal, this method is
known as replacement cost less
accrued depreciation. This
method will provide the basis for
achieving the constitutional mandate of assessing tangible property at its fair cash value, as well as
providing assessments th,..t are
systematic, uniform and
equitable.
Tangible property tax returns
and instructions will be mailed to
all businesses Jan. 2, 1989.

Publisher buys papers,
will consolidate to one
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Newspaperman LaJuene Waggoner has purchased Martin
County's two weekly newspapers.
The Mercury and the Martin Countian, for an undisclosed amount of
money.
Waggoner, 57, publisher of the
Appalachian News-Express of
Pikeville in Pike County, and his
associates will now publish a
single newspaper for Martin
county.
The newspapers' combined editions- are scheduled to begin next
week.
"We are very excited about the
Martin County newspapers."
Waggoner said following Monday's sale ..announcement. "We
believe in the future of Martin
County and eastern Kentucky. We
intend to publish a strong local
newspaper independent of
political influence and serving the
interest of the general public.''
Neither Homer Marcum nor
John Kirk, former publishers of
the Martin Countian and The Mercury respectively, will be involved .
in the new company.
"We think The Mercury made a
positive impact on Martin County,
and we have every confidence that
the new publication will gain from
the strength of both The Mercury
and the Martin Countian and be an
'even better publication," said Lisa

CINCINNATI (AP — Lawyer then this is the best proof that it
Stanley Chesley is seeking $50 wasn't very secure before„',: he
million for the father of a victim in said.
the crash of a Pan Am airliner,
He said Pan Am did not tell
saying he plans to override an in- passengers about the federal warternational accord limiting ning of possible sabotage against
damages to $75,000 per victim.
flights originating before
Chesley, of Cincinnati, filed suit Christmas from Frankfurt. West
last week in U.S. District Court in Germany.
Detroit against Pan American
Chesley successfully argued
World Airways on behalf of Nazir against the damages limit for inJaafar of Dearborn, Mich. He has ternational flights after 248
already sucessfully challenged the American military personnel in
accord. the 1985 crash of chartered Arrow
Chesley said he will try to prove Air flight in Newfoundland. The
that Pan Am security was inade- jetliner was headed to Fort Campquate and the company erred by bell, Ky.
not telling passengers of flight 103
In that case, Chesley was among
from Frankfurt, West Germany, three lawyers appointed as lead
to New York of bomb threats counsel by the court. The team
made against such flights.
found at flaw in Arrow's Warsaw
Investigators have determined Convention defense and won more
that a bomb blast caused the Boe- than 10 times the $75,000 maxing 747 to crash from 31,000 feet in imum for the survivors.
Lockerbie, Scotland, killing 259
people. Jafaar's son, Khalid, was
among the dead. Chesley's suit for
Jafaar was the first to be filed as a
result of the crash.
Pan Am is protected by the Warsaw Convention of 1929 which
Prices as of 10 a.m.
governs international air travel
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Stayton, a Mercury spokeswoman.
Subscribers to The Mercury and
the Martin Countian will have
their subscriptions- honored and
receive the new newspaper.
Waggoner, a 30-year newspaper
veteran, has served as advertising
manager. general manager and
publisher at several newspapers
throughout the South.
The Shelbyville, Tenn.. native
came to Pikeville seven years ago
to be publisher of the NewsExpress, which publishes three
times a week.
Terry Spears, 26. of Pikeville
has been named publisher-editor
of the new newspaper. Since
graduation from college. Spears
has worked for the News-Express
for six months, as a sports correspondent ancl for the past four
years as sports editor. Spears also
has held various news and
photographic assignments.
The paper will receive management consultant services from
Smith Newspapers of Fort Payne.
Ala. The Smith team is headed by
Ben Smith, owner of more than 40
newspapers in the South and
management consultant of several
others. Smith also manages the
News-Express.
Spears. Smith and NewsExpress employees hold minority
stock in the new corporation

Stock Market

Chicago Tribune Graphic
Source U S Industrial Outlook

.F'RANKFoRT, Ky. tAP - A
record number of Kentuckians
were working in November as pre.
holiday hiring increased, but the
statewide • -unemployment rate
went higher, too, the Cabinet for
Human Resources said Thursday.
Last month's jobless rate via-5
6".R 'percent. compared with 6.5
riefrent in October. the cabinet
said in its monthly report.
Total employment was 1,620,800
in .\
7 ovember, a gain of 7.200 from
the previous record in October.
Put the number of unsUccessfyl
job-seekers increased by 12,700 at
time, the report said

will be in charge of funeral and

Mrs. Johnnie Jourden

Miss Edith M. Duncan
Miss F:dlth M Duncan, 79. of
'•.clucah died Monday at 9:35 p.m.
Solthgate Manor Nursing
-Htf!tr• Metropolis: Ill
Sne• had been employed with
Hrir,e.ber Insurance Co. at
••oiwat) She was a member of
of Christ near

Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home

New tax law alters
state property tax

The tigures reflect people actively seeking work during the
reporting period. They do not
reflect those whose unemployment benefits have been
exhausted.
Kentucky's biggest gains were
in trade and manufacturing,
which recorded 2,600 and 1,700
more jobs, respectively. School
and federal hiring also were up,
the report said.
Declines included farm jobs,
which were down by 5,100 as
harvests ended, and-service jobs.
which were dowfi by 1,800 as
tourism slowed.
Other declines were recorded in
coal mining', transportation, construction, and communications
and utilities.
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Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
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Keep The

GM QUALITY

SERVICE PARTS
44.84•4. toc
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leehr,

641 South

Murray

753-2617

This
Weeks
Special

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

Large.Hamburger,
French Fries & Med. Drink

$229

red
met . AM-FM-Cass Wt. cruise
Auto . ai•
8,900

1986 Olds Calais, 2 dr

1,1 1 (1f)141

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

4.4•40-4/9-4-4-#4129—**

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers

1114

Chestnut St.

431i 4319

•

Murray

753-004

